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Market overview

HGI

Petroleum coke prices, especially for US Gulf origin, fell rapidly this week as traders began steeply discounting cargoes to
ease oversupply.
A US Gulf refiner was offering two cargoes of coke with
around 5.2pc dry basis sulphur content in a tender closing
early this week, but bidding interest was heard to be lacklustre. While some had initially predicted the tender could
close in the low-to-mid-$150s/t fob, a significant drop from the
$161/t fob US Gulf mid-sulphur coke assessment last week, the
final price was heard to be only in the mid-$140s/t fob.
Although there had been tenders from cement makers in
a few markets last week, some were heard to have postponed
purchases, likely wanting to wait and see where prices land.
Buying interest in India, which had been the main source
of high-sulphur demand recently, has declined rapidly, in part
because of weaker cement prospects but also backlogs of
shipments at monsoon-drenched ports. But a large number of
traders were still heard to be offering US coke to this market,
at rapidly falling levels. Offers for August- and Septemberloading US 6.5pc sulphur coke were initially in the $200-205/t
range on a cfr India basis, but had fallen into the mid-$190s/t
by 25 July. One seller may have even been willing to sell in the
high-$180s/t cfr India by 27 July.
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A US Gulf refiner on 26 July sent out a tender for an endAugust-loading high-sulphur cargo with bids due by 28 July.
This will give an indication how much appetite buyers have
for more supply in a seemingly saturated market. One cement
maker indicated that it would need to bid at a more than $10/t
discount from current prices if it were to participate, and even
then, it would not have much use for the additional tonnage.
Turkey
The Turkey-delivered coke market continued to trend lower
in line with weaker sentiment in the seaborne market. This is
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even as spot enquiries have picked up in recent weeks as coke
regained its competitiveness against Russian coal.
One cement plant was heard to have purchased a 6pc sulphur dry basis coke cargo in the mid-$180s/t cfr Turkey, after a
5.5pc sulphur dry basis deal was concluded for a half-cargo in
the mid-$200s/t last week.
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While another buyer did start looking for mid- or highsulphur coke this week, one cement plant was heard to have
cancelled its tender for high-sulphur coke because of the
recent volatility.
The sharp drops in coke prices over the past two weeks
have boosted coke’s competitiveness against coal significantly,
but further upside demand potential is limited as most cement
plants are well stocked with Russian coal.
The availability of Venezuelan cargoes is another downside
factor weighing on demand for US coke. Major cement plants
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claim they are not buying any Venezuelan supply because
of the US sanctions on Venezuelan state-owned oil company
PdV, but more volumes from the Latin American country are
expected to arrive to Turkey in the coming weeks.
India
In India, delivered prices for US Gulf 6.5pc sulphur coke made
steep declines as sellers made aggressive offers to offload
August and September-loading cargoes.
An August loading deal was heard done on 25 July in the
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mid-$190s/t cfr west coast India, followed by an end August/
early September-loading Supramax cargo of the same quality at $190/t cfr on west coast India. Multiple offers for end
August or early September-loading cargoes of this coke were
made over the past week spanning a wide range, from the low-
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to-mid $200s/t cfr down to as low as the high-$180s/t cfr.
But many cement makers are hesitant to buy even at a
large discount to recent levels. Not only do they wish to see
how low prices can fall, but they are unsure they will be
able to easily receive any cargo. One buyer that had verbally
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agreed to a deal for a September-loading cargo last week ultimately did not finalize the contract because a backlog of coal
at its preferred port will likely mean high demurrage rates and
delays will last throughout October.
But prices of Saudi Arabian 8.5pc sulphur coke were holding up, commanding a premium over the US coke. In the past,
a premium for the higher-sulphur Mideast Gulf supply was
related to its shorter voyage time. But with prompt demand in
India subdued, the shift is likely related to Saudi coke sellers
having less oversupply to deal with in the short term. Saudi
sellers do not appear to have the same desperation as some of
the US coke suppliers at the moment, one buyer said. A Supramax cargo of Saudi Arabian 8.5pc sulphur coke for end July/
early August-loading was sold at $208/t cfr on the east coast of
India over the past week. Another prompt Supramax cargo was
heard to have traded at $203/t cfr on the west coast at the
start of the assessment week.
Local refiners also faced challenges in moving coke to cement plants because of the lack of availability of rail rakes.
Nayara Energy, an independent refiner on the west coast of
India, floated a tender seeking to export 50,000t of coke at
the end of August. But it decided against exporting because
of unattractive bids. It now plans to move the cargo to Indian
consumers through coastal shipping.
China
Demand for high-sulphur coke remained tepid in China as well,
particularly as domestic coke prices declined.
Independent refineries have lowered high-and mid-sulphur
coke prices a number of times over the past two weeks. One
Shandong independent is now offering its 4pc sulphur coke at
around 1,600 yuan/t ($236.80/t) on an ex-factory basis, which
would be equivalent to only around $200/t on a cfr China basis
when subtracting taxes and port fees, without considering
importers’ inventory costs or profits.
This declining domestic market weighed on demand for
imported coke, as traders already are struggling to resell
imported cargoes purchased earlier in the year at higher
levels. And most importers are holding a bearish sentiment
about the market’s direction as China’s economy continues to
be affected by Covid-19 mitigation restrictions, with a rising
number of new cases reported.
Bidding interest for 4.5pc sulphur coke declined from the
low-$200s/t cfr levels where deals had been done last week,
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and bids for 6.5pc sulphur coke were heard at $190-195/t cfr
or even as low as $180/t cfr. But a deal for Saudi Arabian coke
was heard at around $205/t cfr, although this was not confirmed.
Saudi coke’s quick delivery time may have boosted interest recently, as short-term high-sulphur coke demand could
be higher on strong summer power demand. Heat waves have
underpinned air-conditioning use in China, with power loads
reaching a record high in some parts of southern and eastern
China this week. This drove domestic utilities to seek prompt
coal cargoes in the spot market to cater to a further uptick in
fuel consumption. And a utility in Guangxi was heard to have
issued a coke tender this week, seeking high-sulphur fuelgrade coke.
In the low-sulphur coke market, 3.5pc sulphur coke was
offered at Yn2,400/t delivered to the factory or Yn2,250/t at
port. Glassmakers are struggling financially, which is putting
pressure on lower sulphur coke demand. But supply from the
US west coast remains limited. At least one US west coast
refinery has been producing coke with higher-than-normal
sulphur recently, although this is expected to trend back to
normal levels next month.
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China’s VZ coke stocks weighed on June imports

China’s VZ coke stocks weighed on June imports
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China’s green petroleum coke imports slipped on the year in
June, as a build-up of Venezuelan coke inventories at ports
weighed on demand for more costly high-sulphur supply from
the US and Saudi Arabia.
Green coke imports totaled 1.33mn t in June, down by 9pc
compared with the same month last year, according to customs data compiled by Global Trade Tracker (GTT). Receipts
were also down by 15pc from May, which was a record high
driven by a steep rise in Venezuelan coke shipments. Imports
rose by 3pc compared with June 2020.
Venezuelan coke has been an influential factor in Asian
seaborne coke demand since the resurgence of exports from
the US-sanctioned country earlier this year, creating ripple effects in China’s fuel- and anode-grade coke markets.
Venezuela had been a major exporter of 4.5pc sulphur
coke for years prior to US sanctions in 2019, mainly supplying
the Atlantic basin. Until July 2021, China had not imported
from the Latin American country since 2011. But China has
become a main destination for Venezuelan coke since April of
this year, after a Chinese company helped to restore infrastructure at the Jose port, allowing exports to rise.
As shipments of Venezuelan coke began to pour into China
in April, some Chinese calciners tried to add small amounts
of the supply to their blends, shielding the fuel-grade coke
market from the full impact of the new supply . But calciners
have since found Venezuelan coke to be unsuitable for calcining, pushing all of the Venezuelan coke supply to the fuelgrade market and further pressuring demand for high-sulphur
fuel-grade coke from typical origins, such as the US and Saudi
Arabia.
China received 223,000t of Venezuelan coke in June. China
did not import Venezuelan coke in the same month last year
or in June 2020. But imports of Venezuelan coke fell by a third
on the month after reaching a record high of 330,500t in May.
China imported 6.84mn t of green coke from all origins in
the first half of the year, up by 4pc from the same period in
2021. This increase was largely a result of the 715,800t of Venezuelan coke China has taken from January-June, compared
with none a year earlier. January-June total imports increased
by 36pc compared with the same six months in 2020.
China did not receive any coke from Saudi Arabia in June,
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China green coke imports
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marking the second month in a row that China did not import from this origin. This was down from the 193,000t China
imported in June 2021. Saudi Arabian 8.5pc sulphur coke has
become less attractive to Chinese buyers since the wave of
heavily discounted Venezuelan 4.5pc sulphur coke began to
arrive in the country, despite the shorter voyage time for shipments from Saudi Arabia compared with those from Venezuela. Additionally, Covid-19-related lockdowns from March-June
put pressure on China’s economy and resulted in a weaker
domestic currency, leaving buyers in no hurry to procure fuel.
US coke imports were similarly curbed by the arrival of
Venezuelan coke. Although the US remained China’s largest green coke supplier last month, shipments from the US
dropped by 32pc on the year in June to 501,100t.
Imports from the US fell by 42pc from a high base in May,
when the US shipped its highest amount of coke to China since
July 2013. Shipments from the US increased by 2pc compared
with June 2020.
In the first six months of the year, China imported 3.16mn
t of US coke. This was down by 6pc on the year, although it
was slightly more than double the amount shipped in the same
period in 2020.
Russia was the second-leading green coke origin country
in June. Imports more than doubled on the year to 253,600t,
a record high in GTT data going back to 1995. This was also
more than triple the amount received in May. Volumes from
Russia increased by 41pc compared with June 2020. The boost
in Russian supply helped bring overall imports from other
Asian origins to the highest level since November. Russian coke
exporters have been targeting China and other Asian countries
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in recent months, as European buyers have moved away from
Russian supply in the wake of the conflict in Ukraine.
Taiwan and Oman, two anode-grade green coke suppliers,
were the next-leading origin countries in June, respectively.
Taiwanese coke imports totaled 75,000t, while Omani shipments were at 56,900t.
Imports from European countries reached a record high in
June, at nearly 106,000t. This included an inaugural shipment
of 33,700t from Poland, likely from Grupa Lotos’ 210,000 b/d
Gdansk refinery. US trading firm Oxbow’s Netherlands-based
unit Oxbow Energy Solutions holds the contract to market this
high-sulphur fuel-grade coke.
China also imported 25,000t from Germany, the first time
that it received more than a handful of tonnes from this
country. And 2,600t of Spanish coke cleared customs as well,
following 20,000t in May. The May shipment was the first time
China had imported from Spain since May 2020. The German
and Spanish coke was said to be anode-grade supply from BP
refineries.
By Delaney Ramirez

Oakland coke, coal terminal lawsuit may reopen
The developers of the planned Oakland Bulk and Oversized
export terminal in California wants to reopen a lawsuit against
the city of Oakland, saying settlement talks have fallen apart.
The Oakland Bulk and Oversized Terminal, Oakland Global
Rail Enterprise and California Capital Investment Group on 13
July filed a motion with the state Superior Court of Alameda
County to resume discovery in the case.
The motion could reopen a long-standing dispute over the
parties’ 2013 terminal development agreement and previous
plans for the terminal to handle coal and petroleum coke. The
city in 2016 enacted an ordinance banning coal and petroleum
coke handling and storage. While federal courts overturned
the ordinance, Oakland later terminated the ground lease it
had granted California Capital and Oakland Bulk for not meeting requirements outlined in their development agreement.
The parties appeared to be heading toward a resolution
earlier this year. Terminal developers agreed to take coal and
petroleum coke exporting off the table and sent a draft settlement agreement to city officials in April. But the city “did
nothing to finalize the settlement agreement and continued
in bad faith to stall development and undermine plaintiffs’
project,” Oakland Bulk and the other plaintiffs said in their
motion.
If the discovery motion is granted, developers would be
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able to collect documents and other evidence to use at a trial
scheduled for April 2023.
The city attorney Barbara Parker said on 21 July that the
city remains committed to “continuing confidential negotiations to reach a successful resolution” well before the trial
date.
The terminal was proposed to handle 5mn t/yr of coal and
petroleum coke, plus another 2.5mn t/yr of other commodities. It also was the only project outstanding as a potential
venue to expand coal exports through the US west coast.
Shippers can still export coal and coke through ports in
Richmond, Stockton and Long Beach, California. But Richmond
intends to phase out coal and petroleum coke storage by the
end of 2026.
By Elena Vasilyeva

Cement
Ultratech eyes 200mn t/yr cement capacity
India’s Ultratech aims to add 41mn t/yr in cement capacity to
reach 200mn t/yr by 2030, in addition to ongoing expansions to
add 39mn t/yr by 2025. Higher cement output typically raises
consumption of petroleum coke and coal.
India will remain a strong growth market for a long time
and after completing the current expansions, Ultratech will
plan its roadmap to about 200 mn t/yr capacity through organic and inorganic routes, the company said on 22 July without
sharing details. “It is [a] work in progress. We will come back
with details in due course of time,” said Ultratech, indicating
2030 as a tentative deadline.
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Bombay Stock Exchange-listed UltraTech recently announced
an investment of nearly 129bn rupees ($1.62bn) to add 22.6mn
t/yr of capacity by 2025 to meet expected demand growth.
The firm currently has a production capacity of 120mn t/yr
of cement, with ongoing expansion projects to add about 16mn
t/yr of cement capacity by March 2023.
UltraTech’s capacity expansion adds to Indian conglomerate
Adani’s decision to acquire Switzerland-based cement firm Holcim’s Indian business through listed companies Ambuja Cement
and ACC. The $10.5bn Holcim deal will put Adani — with an
acquired capacity of 70mn t/yr — just behind UltraTech, making
it the second-largest Indian cement producer.
High fuel costs dent margins
Ultratech sold 25mn t of cement in April-June, up by 16pc from
the year earlier. The company’s blended coke and coal fuel
costs in April-June rose to $184/t, up by 82pc on the year and
about 12pc higher than the previous quarter.
Energy costs increased by 54pc on the year to 1,573
rupees/t ($19.72/t) of cement, with total power and fuel costs
reaching Rs40.13bn for the quarter, up by 65pc from the year
earlier. Fuel typically accounts for about one-third of production
cost for cement.
The Argus delivered India price for US 6.5pc sulphur coke
reached a record high of $270/t on 16 March, reflecting higher
fob US coke and freight rates. But the price corrected to $205/t
by 20 July.
But even as the company raised volumes and expanded
sales revenue by 28pc on the year to Rs150bn in April-June, its
profits declined by 7pc on the year to Rs15.84bn, reflecting the
impact of higher fuel costs and its inability to fully pass on the
increase. Fuel and energy costs have been a matter of concern,
but the good news is that coke prices have started softening,
Ultratech said.
Cement demand for housing in urban markets has picked up
in the last few quarters, the company said, with unsold urban
housing inventory at a record low. New real estate project
launches have also been on the rise, which is expected to increase demand for cement.
By Ajay Modi

Coal
Coal costs surge as Asian currencies depreciate
The cost of coal imports in major Asian economies has been
pushed up by a currency depreciation against the US dollar,
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while fuel and freight rates remain high. These higher costs
are weighing on buying decisions and upending global seaborne coal trade.
Importers in China and India, the world’s top two importers of thermal coal by volume, are seeing import bills and fuel
costs surge as payments for cargoes are accounted for in local
currencies but the trades are done in US dollars. The transportation costs for seaborne coal is also pegged in US dollars,
although the payment is settled in the local currency. Similar
costs pressure is being faced by importers in markets including
Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and Vietnam.
The depreciation of Asian currencies against the US dollar
is shaking up seaborne thermal coal trade, with several importers shunning comparatively costlier high- and mid-calorific
value (CV) cargoes in favour of lower CV material to partly
offset the increased costs. This comes as Russian high-CV
material is making way to Asia at a cheaper price compared
with similar material from traditional suppliers Indonesia,
South Africa and Australia, exacerbating the changes in global
thermal coal trade flows. This comes at a time when there is
uncertainty about the price outlook in the seaborne thermal
coal market, with coal prices already pushing up fuel costs for
industrial consumers and utilities.
The Indian rupee averaged 74.45 to the US dollar in January and has depreciated to 79.43 so far this month, falling by
nearly 7pc year-to-date and hitting all-time lows. An importer
spending 74.45mn rupees for $1mn worth of imports will now
be spending Rs79.43mn.
The Chinese yuan that averaged 6.35 to the US dollar in
January is at 6.71 on an average in July, weaker by around
6pc. The Japanese yen fell by over 19pc from an average
¥114.84 to the dollar in January to 136.86 so far this month
and its lowest level in more than two decades. The South
Korean won has depreciated by over 9pc from W1,195.40 to the
dollar in January to W1,305.50 in July, after hitting a 13-year
low in June.
Profit erosion
Indian cement producer ACC said its power and fuel costs rose
by 44pc from a year earlier to Rs1,708/t ($21.37/t) of cement
during April-June, eating into its profitability. Indian industrial coal consumers are unable to fully pass on the rise in
input costs to consumers given weaker demand for products
like cement and steel during the June-September monsoon
period. Utility JSW Energy said its fuel costs nearly doubled
to Rs15.59bn in the April-June quarter from a year earlier.
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coal Spotlight
Thermal coal throughput rises at India’s state ports
Coal stocks decline at China’s Qinhuangdao port
Chinese mine accidents threaten Shanxi coal output
Glencore, Nippon Steel sign term coal supply deal
Colombia’s Jan-Jun thermal coal exports fall
Colombia suspends Prodeco coal mine sale
Gazprom to reduce Nord Stream 1 shipments

Several utilities are also unable to fully pass on the higher
costs given stringent contractual terms in the long-term power
purchase pacts with electricity distributors.
The depreciating currency is not only making new purchases expensive but also raises costs for already booked cargoes,
especially those with a long voyage. If a cement producer or a
utility opened a letter of credit with a bank in May for an endJune loading cargo, the payment will have had to be released
to the seller sometime in early July. The buyer, which typically
had a 90-day period to repay the bank, might have done its
calculations for the transaction based on an average exchange
rate of Rs77/dollar for May. But the payment to the bank will
be settled at the prevailing exchange rate at the end of the
90-day period, during which a currency could depreciate further. The rupee fell to around 80 against the dollar last week.
Indian customs duty on coal from Indonesia, India’s main
source of imported coal, is zero. But importers pay a 5pc
goods and services tax based on the bi-monthly foreign exchange rate fixed by authorities, adding to the currency risks
and costs, an Indian coal trader said. Several importers hedge
currency risks, but the uncertainty has weighed on overall risk
mitigation plans. Asian central banks have tried to stem their
weakening currencies, with the Reserve Bank of India allowing
rupee settlements for international trade this month.
Cost pressure
Buyers in China are steadily lowering their US dollar bids for
coal cargoes on fob basis partly to offset the costs pressures
because of the depreciation in the yuan, as final payments
are settled in the local currency for most utility tenders. The
weaker yuan has also offset any benefit arising out of a recent
easing in freight rates, a Chinese trader said.
Tenders by South Korean utilities have closed at $83-84/t
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for August-loading Panamax cargoes of GAR 4.200 kcal/kg, off
by around $3-4/t from tenders last month. The country’s thermal coal imports in June were 8.6mn t, down from 9.6mn t in
May. But it was up by 9pc from June 2021 and on the year-onyear growth may continue as South Korea may raise coal-fired
generation with warmer weather.
Cost pressures may rise for Japanese importers as the
country may lift power generation from imported sources such
as coal, as well as bringing more nuclear power units on line to
meet an expected rise in electricity consumption in the coming winter.
By Saurabh Chaturvedi and Ajay Modi

Japan’s coal import price exceeds $300/t in June
Japanese thermal coal imports rose by 18pc on the year in
June, but the country’s upgraded nuclear power availability
could limit coal-fired generation during late July-early September.
Imports totalled 8.76mn t in June, up by 216,231t from
May, according to provisional data from the finance ministry.
The share of Russian coal in Japan’s import mix dropped to
5.7pc in June as Russian receipts fell sharply by 60pc on the
year to 502,000t, the lowest since December 2018. The latest
shipping data suggest that around 997,652t of Russian deliveries are scheduled to arrive in Japan throughout July. Although
the figure may include cargoes carrying both thermal and coking coal, it would be a 30pc drop from a year earlier, continuing the trend of a gradual exit from the origin.
Japan’s average thermal coal import price has tracked the
price movement of Australian coal — rather than discounted
Russian product — in recent months. The northeast Asian
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country paid $335.40/t on average for imported thermal coal
in June, surpassing $300/t for the first time, as its average
import price doubled compared with a year ago. Currency depreciation also contributed to the increased coal import price
as the Japanese yen fell by 17pc from the beginning of 2022 to
an average of ¥133.86 to the US dollar in June, its lowest level
against the greenback in over two decades.
Elevated coal spot prices from Australia, the country’s
largest supplier, drove this price surge as heavy rainfall disrupted mines, railway networks and export port facilities in
Australia’s main coal producing regions of New South Wales
and Queensland states. Imports from Australia in June could
have hit 7.25mn t, up by 16pc from May. But actual Australian
receipts are likely to have been lower than this estimate as it
could include Canadian and South African deliveries that were
not disclosed in the finance ministry data.
Shipping data indicate that Japan imported 217,916t of
South African coal in June. Given South African deliveries
had not appeared in Japan’s coal import mix in the previous
two months, this may suggest South Africa could be one of
the alternative origins to replace Russian high-grade coal for
Japanese buyers.
Imports from the US increased by 149pc on the month to
142,000t in June, but this was only half of the receipts from
a year earlier. Deliveries from the origin will probably fall in
the coming months as two Powder River basin coal producers, Navajo Transitional Energy Company and Arch Resources,
declared force majeure on their exports to the northeast
Asian market via the Canadian port of Westshore, citing rail
service issues. US suppliers may also prioritise shipments to
Europe amid high API 2 prices and relatively shorter shipping
Japan June coal imports
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distances.
Argus estimates that Japan imported 812,000t of Indonesian coal in June, up by 15pc on the year. But Indonesian
receipts fell by 31pc on the month as local producers are
behind their annual output targets, owing to a combination of
shortages of labour and heavy mining machinery.
Increased nuclear capacity
The return of three nuclear reactors with combined capacity of 3.2GW in July could cap Japan’s coal-fired output during
the peak cooling demand season.
Japanese utility Kansai Electric Power restarted its
1,180MW Ohi No 4 reactor on 17 July, six days earlier than the
previous target. The utility also aims to resume operations of
the 870MW Takahama No 3 reactor on 26 July. The return of
the Takahama No 3 reactor was delayed for over two months
after Kansai found decay within the unit’s steam generator in
early April.
Fellow utility Kyushu Electric Power plans to temporally
bring back the 1,180MW Genkai No 4 reactor in early August,
sooner than its original scheduled return date of 21 September.
Based on the revised availability of Japanese nuclear power reactors, the country’s nuclear output exceeded the previous four-year average on 17 July, and is forecast to remain 8pc
above average until 11 September. Monthly average Japanese
nuclear output is due to rise by 2GW on the month to 7.2GW in
August, the highest since February.
The recovery in nuclear output comes at a time when
coal remains uncompetitive against oil-linked LNG in Japan’s
generation economics. Argus calculates that a 40pc-efficient
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Japanese coal-fired plant made an average profit of ¥0.86/kWh
($6.42/MWh) in June, overturning a loss of ¥2.18/kWh from
a month earlier, based on day-ahead system-wide prices on
the Japan Electric Power Exchange (Jepx), taxes and spot and
freight assessments. By contrast, the equivalent margin for
a 58pc-efficient gas-fired plant running on oil-linked LNG expanded its profit by 45pc on the month to ¥10.00/kWh ($74.74/
MWh) in June.
Considering oil-linked LNG term contracts form the majority of Japan’s LNG procurement, reflected in the country’s
average LNG import price, gas had an upper hand over coal
in Japan’s generation economics as even gas-fired plants with
lower efficiencies were more economical than 40pc-efficient
coal-fired units.
But forward prices indicate that fuel switch dynamics
may change in the coming months as uncertainties over LNG
supplies from the 15mn t/yr Freeport LNG export terminal in
the US and the 9.6mn t Sakhalin 2 LNG project in Russia could
increase spot LNG purchases from Japanese buyers, pushing
overall LNG import costs upwards. Utility Osaka Gas on 4 July
already expressed its plan to buy replacement supplies following the disruption at Freeport, while other market participants
said payment issues regarding Sakhalin Energy, the new Russian state-controlled operator of Sakhalin 2, could disrupt term
offtake in the future.
An increased share of spot purchases in Japan’s LNG
import mix will be likely to reduce the generation cost spread
between coal and gas. Even the most efficient Japanese gasfired plants running on spot LNG were uncompetitive against
coal-fired plants with 40pc-efficiency in June, and forward
spot LNG prices show this trend will persist in the coming
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months. The dark spread for a 40pc-efficient coal-fired unit
in Japan had a premium of ¥2.79/kWh ($20.86/MWh) over the
equivalent spark spread for a 58pc-efficient gas-fired unit using
spot LNG.
By Ronald Kim

China raises coal output in June
China’s coal production increased by 15pc on the year in June,
as Beijing continued its drive to boost output for peak power
demand during July-August summer period.
Chinese coal output stood at 379.31mn t of coal in June, up
by 15.3pc from a year earlier, according to the National Bureau
of Statistics (NBS). This was equivalent to a daily coal output
at 12.64mn t/d, up from 11.87mn t/d in May. The June daily
coal output met the government’s goal of 12.6mn t/d, set by
China’s main economic planning agency the NDRC set for 2022
earlier in the year.
Thermal power generation — mainly based on coal in China
— rose to 455.2 TWh in June, up by 50.7 TWh from previous
month, according to the NBS. Rising temperatures and the resumption of economic activities, following an ease in Covid-19
restrictions, underpinned stronger thermal power generation
in June. But a full-fledged industrial recovery is not yet visible.
Hydropower generation remained strong in June as higher
precipitation in south China continued, limiting the growth
in thermal power generation. Hydropower generation was
148.1TWH in June, up by 26.4 TWh from a month earlier.
The compliance rate of medium- and long-term contracts
for thermal coal exceeded 96pc as of 12 July, against a 100pc
target set by the central government, official data show.
This helped to stabilise the domestic coal market and reduce
China’s reliance on imported fuel.
Domestic term coal prices were set between 570-770
yuan/t ($84.37-113.98/t) fob north China port for NAR 5,500
kcal/kg coal, effective from 1 May. The corresponding spot
price shall not exceed 150pc of the upper limit or Yn8551155/t.
China imported 12.65mn t of thermal coal — including noncoking bituminous coal, sub-bituminous coal and lignite — in
June, according to customs data. Imports dropped sharply by
46pc on the year and by 16.1pc from May.
National power demand in the second half of the year is
expected to increase significantly by about 7pc from previous
year on a low base, according to the China Electricity Council.
But the uncertainty around Covid-19 disruptions and a slowing
global economy could suppress power demand, reducing coal
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burn. The Chinese government should introduce a temporary
subsidy policy to support coal imports to increase supply, the
Council suggested in a half-year review report released on 22
July.
New Xinjiang coal transportation route
State-controlled Xinjiang Energy has established strategic cooperative relations with major state-owned utilities to explore
various Xinjiang coal supply routes, including rail-water and
sea-to-river transportation routes.
Xinjiang is one of the coal-producing provinces clocking a
rapid output growth. Xinjiang coal output stood at 33.07mn
t in June, up by 44.3pc from a year earlier, according to the
NBS. Daily coal output was at 1.1mn t, up from 936,433t in May.
Xinjiang Energy was expected to supply a batch of 1mn
t of guaranteed coal to state-owned utility Huaneng in July.
The first batch of 200,000t thermal coal, with 50,000t from
Xinjiang, has been shipped to Huaneng Nanjing Jinling Power
Generation through Caofeidian port on June 29, according to
the sales agreement.
By Siew Kuan Yong

Value of Indonesian 2Q coal sales to EU doubles
The value of Indonesian coal sales to Europe more than doubled during April-June compared with the previous quarter, as
European buyers sought alternatives ahead of an EU embargo
on Russian coal imports.
April-June sales to the EU totalled $191.2mn, up from
$78.4mn in January-March, according to Indonesia’s government statistics agency BPS. The total value of Indonesia’s
coal sales from European coal exports reached $269.6mn in
January-June. The BPS did not provide the volume of coal
sales to Europe.
While the embargo is set to be implemented from 10 August, EU member countries have started weaning themselves
off Russian coal following the country’s invasion of Ukraine in
February and were looking for alternative supplies to secure
their energy needs, the BPS said.
The bulk of Indonesian coal sales to the Europe during January-June was dominated by four countries — Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, and Switzerland — which composed 92.58pc
of the total European coal export value. Italy was the largest
market with coal sales of $111.7mn. Sales to the Netherlands
reached $79.2mn. Exports to Poland reached $43.2mn, while
sales to Switzerland reached $15.5mn. These were mainly spot
market sales. The BPS did not provide a year-on-year compari-
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son for the value of coal sales during January-June.
Coal demand from Europe is expected to remain strong
for the remainder of the year, said the Indonesian Coal Mining
Association (APBI), but fulfilling this demand will likely be difficult for Indonesian producers.
As well as specification differences, the APBI said Indonesian producers are having difficulty increasing production
because of a lack of available heavy equipment. Mining companies are also prohibited from increasing output without approval from the Indonesia’s energy ministry (ESDM). Some companies have already submitted proposals for increased output,
although their requests are still being studied by the ESDM.
By Antonio delos Reyes

European gas prices hit all-time high
European gas prices rose to a record high on 27 July, after
Gazprom cut deliveries through its 55bn m³/yr Nord Stream 1
pipeline.
The contract for front-month delivery at Europe’s benchmark gas hub, the Dutch TTF, hit €227.50/MWh ($2,437/’000m³)
on the Ice exchange just before 08:30 BST (07:30 GMT), before
easing slightly by mid-morning. This is the highest ever intraday TTF front-month trade on Ice.
Argus assessed the TTF August market at €200/MWh on 26
July, the third-highest ever and closing in on the €212.15/MWh
reached on 8 March, less than two weeks after Russia invaded
Ukraine.
The rally in European hub prices came as Nord Stream deliveries slumped. Flows were at about 346 GWh/d (33mn m³/d)
early on 27 July, just under half of the average 695 GWh/d in
the previous six days.
Gazprom said at the start of this week that it would halve
available Nord Stream capacity to 20pc from 40pc from 27
July, as it needs to take a turbine at the Portovaya compressor station off line for maintenance. But the German economy
ministry says there is “no technical reason” for a drop in flows.
In addition to reduced supplies through Nord Stream, concerns have grown about the continued transit of gas through
Ukraine this week. Ukrainian gas system operator GTSOU late
on 25 July recorded an unexpected sharp rise in pressure on
a central pipeline that carries Russian gas through Ukraine.
While it subsequently reported that the situation had normalised, GTSOU warned that such a move “carries potential
risks” for the normal operation of the Ukrainian transport
system.
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Europe’s Jan-Jul coal imports highest since 2018
Europe’s January-July seaborne thermal coal imports are set
to hit a four-year high, as the region prepares to ramp up
power generation from the solid fuel.
Aggregate January-July imports into the EU 27, as well as
Ukraine and the UK, totalled 63.4mn t, shipping data show.
This is 57.7pc higher than in January-July 2021 and 76.4pc
higher than the same Covid-affected period in 2020. The last
time January-July imports were higher was in 2018, when
68.5mn t was shipped.
Imports have plateaued at around 9.5mn t/month over MayJuly, having hit a peak of 10.4mn t in April.
Russian coal flows continue to arrive in Europe, with 2.1mn
t scheduled to arrive this month, similar to June, but down
from 3.5mn t in May and 3mn t in July 2021. Ust-Luga, Murmansk and Taman could ship 980,000t, 366,000t and 302,000t,
respectively, to European shores in July.
The share of Russian coal in Europe’s seaborne import mix
was 29pc in January-July, down by 17 percentage points on the
year. Russia also rails and trucks coal cross-border into Poland,
a trade flow that has recently represented around 8mn t/year
and which will not show up in the shipping figures. But supply
via this route has ceased in the past few months following
Poland’s April ban on Russian product.
The shipping data does not currently show any Russian
coal scheduled to arrive at European ports in August. The EU
has imposed a ban on Russian coal imports effective from 10
August, and the UK’s embargo comes into force at the end of
the year.
Imports likely to slip in Aug/Sep
Overall European import volumes could slip heading into
August and September as the EU embargo kicks in and Russian
inflows dry up.
Shippers are also having difficulties unloading stocks from
the key import hub of Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp (ARA),
given low Rhine river levels that are hampering barge transit
to utilities.
ARA inventories have been hovering around 6.5mn t for
several weeks, a figure likely not too far below capacity, which
is ultimately also determined by stockpiles of other commodities such as iron ore. Water levels on the Rhine are forecast to
remain very low at least until the end of the month, but the
German government on 21 July announced plans to prioritise
the transport of coal over other commodities via rail.
Aggregate January-July seaborne imports from Russia were
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practically flat on the year at 18.7mn t. The growth in Europe’s
import volumes has been driven mainly by South Africa and
Mozambique, which are set to ship 5.9mn t in January-July, up
from just 780,000t in the same period last year. Exports from
Richards Bay and Maputo have pivoted towards Europe and
away from southern Asia this year as trade flows readjust to
Russian sanctions.
Similarly, Colombia has sent a greater share of its exports
to Europe this year, with January-July shipments totalling
9.3mn t, up by 2.99mn t on the year. Australian and US/Canada
shipments have also jumped, although much of this incremental volume is likely to comprise coking coal volumes, which
are difficult to disaggregate from thermal in the shipping data.
Some Australian NAR 5,500 kcal/kg thermal coal shipments
have been booked for European markets including Poland,
according to sources, but probably not enough to make up the
jump in volumes demonstrated by the shipping figures.
Europe’s imports from Indonesia totalled a three-year high
of 1.4mn t in January-July, but volumes from this origin have
been relatively slow to penetrate the European market given
the lack of high-CV uncommitted product produced in Indonesia and the long shipping distances.
Europe’s coal-fired generation has increased sharply this
year amid a strong fuel-switching incentive, and could rise
higher in the months ahead if plans to return mothballed and
reserve capacities to the grid to mitigate gas shortages are
enacted. This could mean any slippage in imports in AugustSeptember may be temporary ahead of the fourth quarter, but
much will depend on prevailing gas supply.
Coal-fired generation across France, Germany, Spain and
the UK totalled 29.3TWh in January-May, up from 22.8TWh
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in January-May 2021, grid operator data aggregated by Argus
show.
By Alex Thackrah

South African coal exports up by 18pc in May
South African coal exports rose by 18pc on the year in May,
prompted by a sharp increase in deliveries to Europe, which
more than offset a drop in volumes to India and Pakistan.
And provisional shipping data show that volumes also rose
on the year in June, before dropping sharply in July amid annual maintenance work by Transnet Freight Rail (TFR).
Total exports from South Africa rose from 5.2mn t in May
2021 to 6.2mn to in May 2022, customs data show, while
January-to-May exports rose by 9pc to 29.3mn t.
The increase in May was driven by a sharp rise in exports
to Europe. Total exports to the continent reached 1.26mn t in
May, down by 15pc on the month but up nearly four-fold from
May 2021.
The trend continued into June, with South African exports
to Europe totalling 1.1mn t, up from 216,000t in the same
month a year earlier, shipping data show. Flows to Europe remained firm this month and are set to continue at a high level
for the foreseeable future.
European coal imports surged to a four-year high between
January to July, spurred by a need to replenish stocks ahead
of the Russian coal embargo which comes into force on 10
August.
But overall European import volumes could fall into August
and September, as the EU embargo kicks in and Russian inflows
come to a halt.
South Africa coal exports
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Deliveries to India and Pakistan slump
South African exports to India and Pakistan slumped in May,
as buyers in India continued to prioritise competitively priced
Russian coal and buyers in Pakistan targeted product from
landlocked Afghanistan.
South Africa exported 2.4mn t to India in May, down by 8pc
on the year, while deliveries to Pakistan fell by 61pc on the
year to 394,000t.
Pakistani imports have been impacted by a rapidly depreciating rupee against the dollar in 2022, which has weakened
the country’s industrial output and purchasing power.
RBCT volumes fall
But while total volumes from South Africa rose between January and May, exports from Richards Bay Coal Terminal (RBCT)
fell.
January to May exports from RBCT totalled 22.4mn t, down
by 6pc on the year. This compares with a 9pc rise in total
South African exports over the same period.
The RBCT shortfall has been picked up by higher exports
from other South African terminals, such the as Richards Bay
dry bulk and multi-purpose terminals, the Durban terminal,
and by deliveries from the Mozambique-based Grindrod Mozambique Limitada (GML) and Matola Drybulk Terminals (TCM),
market sources said.
South African exports to Mozambique rose by 258pc
between January and May to 2.9mn t in 2022, customs data
show.
Meanwhile, exports from RBCT are set to remain limited
by low storage volumes, which fell sharply during TFR’s annual
maintenance period on the North Corridor coal export line,
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which ran from 12-22 July. Inventories fell by 20pc on the week
to 2.29mn t on 25 July.
Production in South Africa has also stuttered in 2022. In
May, production was around 18.8mn t, up by 2mn t on the
month, but down from last May’s 20.3mn t.
Rail maintenance finishes
Annual maintenance on TFR’s coal export line was set to end
on 22 July, allowing deliveries to port for export to resume.
The north corridor — the main route for hauling coal from
mining regions to the RBCT — was closed since 12 July, forcing
shippers to load vessels from stocks held at RBCT.
Railings to RBCT plummeted by 86pc on the week to
147,000t in the seven days to 17 July, with maintenance work
running for much of the period.
Stocks at RBCT fell by 20pc to 2.84mn t in the week to
18 July, hitting their lowest point since 2 May. Stocks held at
RBCT were 3.97mn t at this stage a year earlier.
The Richards Bay NAR 6,000 kcal/kg coal price has fell
sharply during the maintenance period from $360/t on 12 July
to $306.67/t on 20 July. The price has been pressured in part
by a falling European price. Record low water levels on the
Rhine have limited coal barging activity, which has weighed on
coal generation.
Last year’s north corridor shutdown took place between
20-26 July, with TFR having postponed the work for a week in
response to civil unrest.
TFR carried out two maintenance spells last year — one in
January and one in July — with the January work postponed
from mid-2020 because of Covid-19 disruptions.
January 2021 coal exports from South Africa slumped by
46pc on the year to 3.83mn t, while July exports totalled
5.22mn t.
Exports in July — typically the month when the shutdown
takes place — averaged 5.3mn t in 2017-21. This compares with
average monthly exports over the same period excluding July
of 6.5mn t.
By Jack Elliott

Refining
US asphalt prices overtake coker yields
US midcontinent and US Gulf asphalt prices have climbed
above their alternative value as coker feedstock for the first
time this year, supported by summer paving demand and a
drop in light product prices.
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Asphalt’s coker yield — a measure of profitability for a
short ton of asphalt run through a refinery’s delayed coker —
flipped to a discount against bulk asphalt prices in the Midwest
and US Gulf coast on 8 July, according to Argus calculations.
Coker margins in both regions have come under pressure from
falling product prices over the past month, while waterborne
asphalt prices remained supported by strong end-use during
peak road construction activity.
The US midcontinent coker yield fell to $626/st week in
the week ended 15 July, or a $24/st discount to the Midwest
waterborne asphalt midpoint. This compares to a premium of
$70.50/st on 10 June, when the coker yield hit a 14-year high
of $708/st.
Asphalt’s coker yield in the US Gulf meanwhile fell to $582/
st in the week of 15 July, or a $28/st discount to regional
asphalt prices.
US refining margins have eased lower in recent weeks in
response to rising gasoline and diesel inventories, in turn pressuring coker yields.
But the past year has been characterized by historically
elevated coker yield premiums versus bulk asphalt prices. Asphalt’s coker yield in the US Gulf coast was last at a discount
to asphalt prices for more than one consecutive week in June
2021. Asphalt’s coker yield in the US midcontinent last did the
same in September 2020.
The US refining sector has emerged from the Covid-19
pandemic with less capacity to meet resurgent motor fuels
demand, which was further exacerbated by the US embargo
on Russian petroleum imports this year. The resulting shortage
of motor fuels has helped incentivize refiners to coke their
residual fuels output rather than produce asphalt.
Tighter asphalt supply helped push weekly US inventories
to a six-year low by the end of June, according to the latest US
Energy Information Administration (EIA) data.
Asphalt inventories rose for the second consecutive week
to 29.7mn bl in the week ending 15 July, but remained close
to the bottom of the five-year range, EIA data showed. Stocks
often rise around the US 4 July holiday due to work stoppages
but typically draw down throughout the peak summer paving
months.
Many buyers and sellers expect asphalt prices to fall alongside coker values.
But market participants also expect asphalt demand to
remain firm through the end of the paving season and do not
expect demand to drop as a result of higher asphalt prices to
materialize until next year. Strong demand could instead help
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refining Spotlight
EU-15 refinery output rose in June
US cracks: Margins narrow across all regions
California cuts gasoline, jet fuel output
Asian gasoline margins flip into negative territory
South Korean refiner Hyundai Oilbank cancels IPO plan
Venezuela’s Jose refining complex restarting

asphalt prices maintain a premium over their alternative coker
yield value in the coming weeks.
By Calder Jett

European gasoline feeling the heat this summer
European gasoline margins have narrowed to near three-month
lows on the back of weak import demand from the US and rising supply in northwest Europe.
Europe is structurally oversupplied with gasoline and sellers rely on exports to long-haul destinations to clear the regional overhang. Gasoline demand is typically strongest in the
summer months because of the US peak driving season, but
this year the transatlantic arbitrage has been largely closed,
with just 1.36mn t of European gasoline sailing for the US in
June, according to Vortexa data, compared with 1.72mn t a
year earlier and 1.6mn t in pre-pandemic June 2019.
Lukewarm US demand, high freight costs and steep
backwardation in the forward curve, where prompt prices
are higher than values further out, have combined to deliver
a blow to European gasoline exporters, who had reason to
be optimistic about this summer after most Covid movement
restrictions were lifted earlier in the year. Eurobob oxy’s premium against front-month Ice Brent crude futures hit a record
high of $62.68/bl in early June, as supply shortfalls emerged
just as demand was expected to ramp up. But the premium
has since plunged by 65pc, falling to $22.22/bl on 20 July, the
weakest since 26 April.
Some traders are already looking ahead to the US hurricane
season in late August as the next event that could snap open
the transatlantic arbitrage. Hurricanes typically impact the
US Gulf coast, a hub for refining and offshore crude production, and lingering outages there can create distressed demand
for European imports. With gasoline flows to west Africa also
down on the year, traders may be looking further afield to
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place their European supplies. Bookings to take gasoline from
the Amsterdam-Rotterdam-Antwerp (ARA) area to the Mideast
Gulf and even Pakistan emerged in the week ended 15 July,
although those fixtures were not confirmed and could yet fail.
Signs of rising supply in northwest Europe have added
further pressure to regional gasoline margins. Market participants note a rise in blending activity in the ARA hub as
prices for high-octane components cool off from record highs,
making it more economical to blend finished-grade gasoline.
Those record highs were reached after a collapse in naphtha
prices drew much more of that product into the gasoline pool,
driving up demand for high-octane components to achieve the
correct specifications for finished grades.
By Robert Harvey

European jet fuel refining margins surpass diesel
Tight supply and firming demand have helped to push northwest European jet fuel refining margins to premiums to diesel
margins in recent trading.
Northwest European jet fuel cargo premiums to North Sea
Dated crude closed on 21 July at a near $5/bl premium to diesel refining margins, at $27.38/bl, and have closed at premiums
to diesel crack spreads seven times in the past eight trading
sessions. This comes after a month of diesel refining margins
closing at premiums to jet fuel.
Jet fuel supplies in Europe continue to fall, market participants said. This is in line with data from Insight Global, which
shows jet fuel stock levels at 798,000t as of 21 July, lower by
10,000t on the week. This compares with stock levels of over
1.1mn t in July 2021, and also lower than pre-pandemic jet fuel
stock levels in July 2019, which averaged 808,000t.
Jet fuel output at European refineries has fallen drastically since 2019, as refiners took to prioritising the road fuel
in March 2020 — the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic and the
sharp fall in air travel. Jet fuel yields, which previously accounted for up to 20pc of refinery output, are now indicated
much lower than those levels, with some refiners saying this
may be a long-term trend. Many European buyers have sanctioned against buying Russian oil, which will shorten European
diesel supply long-term and push European refiners to continue
to prioritise road fuel output in place of jet fuel.
Air travel demand has reached pre-pandemic levels much
faster than airlines and airports in Europe expected, leading to
staffing shortages and numerous flight cancellations. Low-cost
European carrier Ryanair expects to fly 115pc of pre-pandemic
capacity this summer, as the airline last week confirmed a
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five-year deal with its Spanish and Italian pilots, meaning
strike action and subsequent flight cancellations at this airline
are less likely.
The European jet fuel market will probably rely more on
imports from the Mideast Gulf looking forward, market participants have said, and the European market may also look for
jet fuel supply from countries further east, like China. Vortexa
data show European jet fuel imports will reach at least 2mn t
this month, the highest monthly imports since March 2020.
By Bea O’Kelly

Mexico’s downstream focus limits exports
High global crude and refined products prices are proving
insufficient to entice Mexico into increasing its oil exports, as
President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador remains committed to
his “make Pemex great again” plan.
Mexico has shown little interest in exporting more of
its crude as it keeps funnelling spending into downstream
infrastructure to meet domestic fuel demand — with an ambitious eye on ending crude exports — despite a recent credit
downgrade and warnings of continued dire financial results for
state-owned oil company Pemex under this strategy. Regional
exporters Brazil and Colombia have sought to export more of
their crude during the run-up in prices that followed Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine. Even Venezuela is hoping to capitalise
on the crude market turmoil created by the war to persuade
the US administration to ease sanctions on the Venezuelan oil
industry.
But Lopez Obrador is sticking to his dogma, comparing
exporting crude and importing fuel with exporting oranges
and importing the juice. Such a policy would be more likely to
undermine the energy self-sufficiency for which the president
strives. Ratings agency Moody’s recent cut to Pemex’s credit
rating lowered it deeper into junk status — Moody’s cites
Pemex’s continued financial dependence on central government. A downgrade — implying reduced access to credit in
financial markets — would sound alarm bells for most global
energy firms. But Lopez Obrador and Pemex have shrugged it
off, arguing that ratings agencies do not look at efforts to cut
corruption and reduce domestic fuel prices — both unrelated
to the reasons for the downgrade.
No source from Tabasco
Pemex will stop crude exports in 2023, Lopez Obrador says,
which would remove 930,000 b/d of Mexican crude exports so
far this year to the US, Europe and the Middle East from the
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market. This would affect Pemex’s ability to produce more
crude, as halting exports would cut the company’s revenue in
dollars needed to develop more fields. Mexico City continues
to fund the controversial 340,000 b/d Olmeca refinery in Tabasco, as well as long-needed maintenance and improvement
projects at the country’s six operational refineries. The start
of production at Olmeca — not expected until mid-2023 — will
only expose Pemex to lower margins in fuel production and
reduce crude exports and income in US dollars, Moody’s says.
The firm’s purchase of the remaining 50pc of the 340,000 b/d
Deer Park refinery in Texas is seen as an unnecessary debt
burden.
Lopez Obrador appears to be motivated by the need to
avoid widespread protests over higher fuel prices, which targeted his predecessor Enrique Pena Nieto’s government when
he opened the downstream markets to competition. The previous Mexican government calculated that importing fuels from
nearby US refineries would be less costly in the long term than
Pemex producing them domestically. Mexico imported 514,000
b/d of gasoline and 275,300 b/d of diesel in May, mostly from
the US, despite the administration’s stance. The shares represented 63pc and 66pc, respectively, of Mexico’s supply of the
fuels.
The practical outcome of Lopez Obrador’s policy is pitting
him against Mexico’s northern neighbour — US energy companies invested heavily in Mexico’s retail fuel and renewable
energy sectors, but Pemex’s favoured status is making the
country a challenging environment for its international competitors. US president Joe Biden’s administration on 20 July
launched a trade action against Mexico over an electricity law
that gives preference to state-owned utility CFE over privatesector competitors. The US government has also accused
Mexico of unfair competition in retail fuel and gas distribution.

Sinopec cuts 2Q refinery runs on lockdown curbs
China’s state-controlled Sinopec cut its second-quarter refinery throughput by over 670,000 b/d to 4.54mn b/d compared
with the first quarter, following rising Covid-19 cases that
curbed demand as well as routine refinery maintenance.
The company said earlier it planned to process 258mn t
(5.2mn b/d) of crude this year, up by 54,000 b/d from a year
earlier, while keeping oil product output about the same level
as last year or around 3.1mn b/d.
But it processed 120.76mn t (4.87mn b/d) during JanuaryJune, down from 5.1mn b/d during the same period last year,
implying it might miss this target unless it boosts throughput
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mn b/d

Sinopec Jan-Jun '22 operations
2Q '22

2Q '21

y-o-y
±%

1Q '22

q-o-q
±%

Crude output

0.78

0.77

0.09

0.77

1.06

Gas output (bn ft³/d)

3.30

3.23

1.95

3.49

-5.50

Refinery runs mn b/d

4.54

5.16

-12.02

5.21

-12.84

Gasoline output

1.26

1.51

-16.40

1.55

-18.68

Diesel output

1.22

1.18

3.99

1.30

-6.07

Jet output

0.27

0.55

-50.15

0.45

-39.62

Light chemical feedstock

1.00

1.05

-5.18

1.17

-14.27

Ethylene

0.39

0.38

3.81

0.45

-11.35

Domestic product sales

3.21

3.82

-15.90

3.57

-9.91
— Sinopec

in the second half. The company likely raised throughput last
month as demand increased after some Covid-19 lockdowns
were lifted. Beijing aims to revive the economy after months
of lockdowns cut GDP growth to 0.4pc from a year earlier in
the second quarter, down from a 4.8pc expansion in the first
quarter. Sinopec’s first-quarter crude runs were 64.19mn t
(5.21mn b/d) versus 56.57mn t (4.54mn b/d) in the second
quarter.
Product output — gasoline, diesel and jet — also largely
fell on a per-barrel basis during April-June versus JanuaryMarch, as well as year-on-year, with jet fuel taking the brunt
of output cut as air travel demand fell because of the lockdowns. Sinopec’s second-quarter jet fuel output halved to over
270,000 b/d from a year earlier. Gasoline output fell by 16pc
from a year earlier to 1.26mn b/d during April-June as lockdowns also cut demand.
Chinese air passenger traffic fell by 51.9pc against the previous year during the first half. The country registered 118mn
passenger trips, or 36.7pc of 2019 levels, data from the Civil
Aviation Administration of China show. Chinese apparent jet
fuel demand fell by 440,000 b/d from a year earlier to an average 430,000 b/d during January-June.
Pandemic rebound
But mobility is increasing this month as China removes some
lockdowns. Air traffic is picking up this month as demand
increased with daily domestic flights hitting an average 9,800
in the first three weeks of this month versus just under 7,000 a
month earlier, according to flight data provider RadarBox.com.
Chinese premier Li Keqiang said at the World Economic
Forum last week that China aims to make Covid-19 control
measures more targeted and intends to improve visa and Covid
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testing policies to further resume international passenger
flights. But it remains to be seen if China will relax its strict
zero tolerance Covid policies.
Sinopec’s crude output growth in the second quarter was
flat from a year earlier, as it strives to boost output from
ageing fields. The company is turning to shale oil in hopes of
further growth. Gas output in the second quarter also grew
modestly by 2pc against a year earlier. Shale gas output at its
flagship Fuling shale gas project in southwest Chongqing rose
by 1.9pc from a year earlier to 3.6bn m³ during January-June,
despite the company bringing on stream 46 new wells during
the period, 15pc more than a year earlier.

Steel and Steel Feedstocks
Global steel output falls in 1H 2022
Global crude steel production declined by 5.5pc year on year
to 949mn t in the first half of 2022, according to data from the
World Steel Association.
June output dropped by 5.9pc on the year to 158mn t.
All global regions recorded decreases in output during the
first half of 2022. The largest decreases occurred in Russia,
Ukraine and other CIS countries, where output fell by 18pc
year on year to 44mn t in the first half of 2022. In June, production in the region was down by more than a third.
Following the onset of the Russia-Ukraine conflict on
24 February, Russian steel producers such as Severstal and
Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel significantly reduced production.
Tightening sanctions meant there were less markets to sell to.
Despite falling by a comparatively low 4.8pc year on year
to 701mn t, output in Asia-Pacific fell by the most in supply
terms. Chinese steel production lowered significantly this year.
China’s zero-Covid policy led to stringent lockdown measures

Crude steel production by region
Jan-Jun 2022 (mn t) % change Jan-Jun 22/21
Africa

7.3

-9.1

701.4

-4.8

EU (27)

73.8

-6.2

Europe, other

24.0

-5.0

Middle East

20.4

-5.9

North America

57.2

-2.3

Russia & other CIS + Ukraine

43.6

-18.0

South America

21.8

-2.8

949.4

-5.5

Asia-Pacific

Total 64 countries

— World Steel Association
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steel and steel feedstocks Spotlight
China’s major steel producers cut output in Jun

that significantly weakened the country’s steel purchasing
manager index. China’s industrial and real estate sectors also
recorded significantly lower performance this year.
In the EU, output decreased by 6.2pc year on year to 74mn
t in the first half of 2022. EU steel prices soared to unprecedented levels following the invasion of Ukraine, but have since
fallen back down, more recently resulting in some production
cuts in the bloc. European automotive production continues to
be disrupted by the semiconductor shortage and other supply
constraints.
North America recorded the lowest fall in percentage
terms of all global regions, of just 2.3pc year on year, with
output at 57mn t. South America reported a 2.8pc year-onyear decrease in production at 22mn t.
By Sammy Rolls

China’s steel sector faces tough Jul-Aug: Baosteel
China’s steel sector is likely to face its most difficult period
this year in July-August before things start to improve, Chinese
steel producer Baosteel said.
The domestic steel market is likely to rebound after JulyAugust but steel prices and demand are unlikely to reach the
high points recorded at the start of the year, let alone last
year’s market levels, Baosteel’s deputy general manager Hu
Hong said this week. Baosteel is one of the top steel producers
globally.
Production cuts at steel mills increased from mid-June in
response to falling prices, higher steel inventories and slowerthan-expected operating rates at downstream consumers,
Baosteel said, adding that it had lowered its ex-works prices
for August deliveries as a result.
Steel mills in China have faced continued margin pressure this year, with the peak demand season from the end of
March to April engulfed by Covid-19 lockdowns. And stimulus
measures have yet to lift demand during the traditional weak
season for steel consumption from June-August.
Many Chinese steel producers have issued notices to their
staff highlighting the difficulties being faced by the industry
and stressing on cost reductions and efficiency improvements
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to survive.
Steel mills, including Anyang Steel, Xi’ning Special Steel,
Liuzhou Steel, and Bayi Steel, have projected a net loss of
100mn-950mn yuan ($14.8mn-140mn) in the first half of the
year.
Traders in China compared the current steel market conditions to 2015 when the industry was plagued by low margins,
before the government stepped in the following year to turn
things around for China’s steel sector.
Over 50pc of the country’s steel mills reported losses in
2015, and steel prices monitored by the China iron and steel
association (Cisa) dropped by 33.9pc for hot-rolled coil (HRC)
and by 30.2pc for rebar by the end of the year compared with
the beginning of the year.
The steel industry was making all-around losses in 2015, Hu
said. “The challenges and operating pressures this year were
no less than those in 2008 and 2015,” he added, referring to
the impact of the global financial crisis in 2008.
Beijing’s stimulus and macro-economic policy measures
at the time paved the way for economic recovery and growth
in the following years. Government-mandated supply-side
reforms, coupled with an increase in exports, helped alleviate
China’s steel supply glut and the sector experienced its golden
period from 2017-2021, Hu said.
Seriously challenging
Steel sector challenges are more serious this year because of
weak consumer demand, higher steel output and slow inventory declines. Demand from industries other than auto manufacturing and new energy construction has not shown an apparent
increase since June and domestic consumption is still affected
by the Covid-19 pandemic, Hu said. China already lifted many
Covid-19 lockdown measures last month.
Export demand was also negatively affected by the pandemic and high inflation overseas, Hu added.
China’s daily crude steel output increased by 12.7pc in the
second quarter from the previous quarter, while total inventories of five major steel products, including HRC, cold-rolled
coil, plate, wire rod and rebar, by the end of June were only
18pc lower than the yearly peak, a much slower decline than
during normal years, Hu said, without giving further details.
China’s second-quarter crude steel output of 3.078mn t/d was
up by 12.6pc from 2.734mn t/d in the first quarter, according
to data from China’s National Bureau of Statistics.
The supply-demand imbalance led to sharp price declines
from April in China, Hu said, pointing to a 30pc drop in HRC
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prices from early April. Losses at Chinese steel producers are
expanding and will expand further in July-August, he said.
The Argus HRC Shanghai index averaged Yn3,998.57/t in the
month to date, down by 31pc from the July 2021 average. The
Shanghai rebar price stands at Yn4,000/t, down by 22pc from
the July 2021 average. The Argus fob China HRC index averaged $604.51/t in the month to date, with the fob China HRC
contract on the London Metal Exchange forward curve indicating a stabilisation in the coming months.

Oil
China slashes Saudi crude imports
Saudi Arabia bore the brunt of deep cuts to Chinese crude imports in June while, to a more limited extent, Iran benefited.
Chinese refiners slashed imports of Saudi crude to their
lowest since the pandemic of 2020, customs data for June
show. Saudi receipts fell to just 1.2mn b/d last month, accounting for nearly a third of the overall month-on-month
decline, which saw net crude imports fall to a nearly four-year
low of 8.7mn b/d.
The drop in imports of June-arriving cargoes followed Saudi Arabia’s steep increase to formula prices in April, for cargoes loading in May and arriving in China in June. State-owned
Saudi Aramco raised formula prices for its Arab Light grade by
$6.55/bl to $9.35/bl over the average of Platts Dubai and DME
Oman futures in April. The price hike followed the steep increase in backwardation, or the premium of prompt to forward
Dubai contracts, caused by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine — but
came at a time when much of China was locked down due to
Covid restrictions. Chinese purchases of Saudi crude are slowly
recovering and will hit pre-June levels of around 1.75mn b/d in
September, Argus surveys indicate.
Weak demand in April-May also hit Chinese purchases
of other Mideast Gulf export grades. Deliveries from Oman
tumbled by 430,000 b/d to 510,000 b/d in June and those from
Iraq shrank by 320,000 b/d to 780,000 b/d. In total, Mideast
Gulf receipts fell by 1.85mn b/d month-on-month.
Cost-cutting
Imports of, typically, medium sweet west African crude also
fell — to just 800,000 b/d, their lowest since October 2016.
The region’s flagging output has seen its significance as a
source of supply to China shrink over the past decade and that
of Brazil grow but, since mid-2020, demand for Brazilian crude
has also shrunk in China.
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oil Spotlight
Russia’s Central Bank sees Urals at $80/bl in 2022
Opec+ compliance surged to 320pc in June: delegates
US fracking at near full utilization: Liberty Energy
Canadian crude-by-rail exports surge in May
Biden tries to rescue climate plans
US gets complaints over CO2 air capture funding
Keystone oil pipeline back at full-service

Backwardation makes it costlier to send Atlantic basin
crude to northeast Asia, and sweet crude has been trading at
growing premiums to sour crude — as Europe replaces Russian
crude with west African, Norwegian and Brazilian grades. The
premium of Ice Brent futures to Dubai swaps has risen to an
average of $10/bl since the war in Ukraine began, up from an
average of closer to $2/bl before, encouraging refiners in Asia
to favour sourer Mideast Gulf grades. China’s Brazilian crude
imports declined by 30,000 b/d in June to 480,000 b/d.
But China has been less able to afford Mideast Gulf crude
than other countries in the region because lockdowns have
kept its road fuel refining margins below those of competing crude buyers. It has even struggled to compete with India
for pariah Russian grades, focusing, instead on even-cheaper
Iranian grades. Chinese imports of Russian crude declined by
220,000 b/d in June from May, while remaining at historically
elevated levels of 1.8mn b/d. This drop was partially offset by
a 130,000 b/d increase in imports from Iran — with customs
data showing 60,000 b/d coming directly from there and an
estimated 640,000 b/d coming via Malaysia in June.
Forthcoming data are likely to show July crude imports
starting to rebound. Refinery runs are rising as Beijing seeks
to revitalise economic growth and because of the start up of
a new refinery. Chinese infrastructure investment is also expected to pick up in September-October, the period for which
Chinese refiners are currently buying crude.
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Chinese Urals intake was previously higher only in the first
half of 2020, when it reached 274,000 b/d as importers took
advantage of low prices. Market participants had expected
even steeper growth in Chinese imports this year, because of
traditional European buyers’ reluctance to take Russian oil
since the invasion of Ukraine in February. But demand was
undermined by Covid-19 lockdowns.
An easing of lockdown restrictions in recent months helped
to spur Chinese Urals imports to 210,000 b/d in May — the
highest since April 2020 — and further increases can be expected, market participants say. China’s latest crude import
quotas, issued in late June, are for 1.05mn b/d (52.69mn t),
compared with 705,000 b/d a year earlier.
All Urals exports to China loaded at Baltic ports in JanuaryJune, with shipments of 79,600 b/d from Ust-Luga — the first
from the port since June 2021 — and 62,800 b/d from Primorsk, up from just 12,000 b/d in July-December. The Black
Sea port of Novorossiysk supplied 38,500 b/d in the second half
of last year.
Direct Aframax shipments of 100,000t cargoes to China
accounted for 79,600 b/d of exports — record-deep Urals
discounts to benchmark North Sea Dated have made these
voyages more economic. But 59,700 b/d was delivered to China
by very large crude carriers in the first half of this year — the
tankers loaded from storage at Rotterdam and by ship-to-ship
transfer at Skaw off Denmark.
Surgutneftegaz was the top supplier with exports at 59,000
b/d (1.49mn t), against just 15,000 b/d in the second half of
last year. State-controlled trading company Unipec bought
more than two-thirds of this crude, according to Vortexa and
shipping agents. It also took Surgutneftegaz Urals in July-

Urals deliveries to China
mn t
4.0
3.5
— Vortexa

3.0
2.5
2.0

Chinese Urals imports surge

1.5

Russian companies supplied 143,000 b/d (3.59mn t) of Urals
to China in the first half of this year, a jump of almost 184pc
against July-December. China imported 8pc of total seaborne
Urals in January-June, up from 4pc in the second half of 2021,
according to shipping agents and oil analytics company Vortexa.
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December.
Rosneft exports to China were a quarter higher than in
July-December at nearly 40,000 b/d (1mn t) — trading companies Trafigura and Gunvor shipping 500,000t and 200,000t,
respectively, under long-term contracts with Rosneft.
State-owned Zarubezhneft’s Rusvietpetro joint venture with state-owned PetroVietnam exported 24,000 b/d
(600,000t) to China in April-June — its first deliveries to the
country since June 2020 — with half supplied through trading
company Livna, according to shipping agents and Vortexa. And
independent NNK exported Urals to China for the first time,
supplying 16,000 b/d (400,000t) — including 200,000t for stateowned Zhenhua Oil shipping arm NPI.
Urals deliveries to northeast China, including Tianjin,
Qingdao, Dongjiakou and Dalian, jumped to 61,000 b/d (1.53mn
t) in January-June from just 5,500 b/d in the previous six
months. The region’s ports supply refineries operated by large
Chinese state-run companies and the independent refining sec-

'000t

Urals deliveries to China
Port/supplier

Buyers

Dongjiakou:

Sinopec, Shandong refineries

Rusvietpetro
Rosneft
Surgutneftegaz
Dalian:

CNPC, Wepec, strategic crude reserve

Surgutneftegaz
Ningbo:

CNOOC, Sinopec

1H

2H 21

399.6

139.9

299.6

0.0

0.0

139.9

100.0

0.0

200.5

0.0

200.5

0.0

576.1

424.8

Lukoil

100.9

0.0

Rosneft

199.9

279.8

275.2

144.9

427.8

0.0

NNK

200.1

0.0

Rosneft

127.6

0.0

Surgutneftegaz

100.1

0.0

504.2

0.0

Rusvietpetro

299.3

0.0

Surgutneftegaz

204.9

0.0

505.6

139.9

Rosneft

200.3

139.9

Surgutneftegaz

305.3

0.0

300.3

0.0

Surgutneftegaz
Tianjin:

Qingdao:

Zhanjiang:

Quanzhou:

CNPC, CNOOC, PetroChina, Sinopec

Sinopec, Shandong refineries

PetroChina, Sinopec

CNPC, FREP (Sinopec/ExxonMobil/Saudi
Aramco), Sinochem

Rosneft
Surgutneftegaz
Other
Total

99.9

0.0

200.4

0.0

672.7

579.8

3,586.8

1,284.3

— Shipping agents, Vortexa
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tor in Shandong province. Supplies to northeast ports included
the first deliveries to Tianjin since January 2021 and to Dalian
for the first time in two years.
Urals supplies to eastern Qingdao port in Shandong province resumed after a 12-month interval — crude heading for
China’s strategic reserves and privately owned tank farms, as
well as Shandong refineries. And Urals went to the southern
port of Quanzhou for the first time since October 2019.
Urals lighter in 2Q
The density of Urals fell on all export routes in April-June,
with crude notably lighter at Novorossiysk on the Black Sea,
according to Transneft and market participants. The changes
reflect reduced output of heavier crude and lower runs at Russian refineries because of scheduled and unplanned maintenance. Novorossiysk Urals was lighter and sweeter than in the
first quarter — partly because of increased loadings of Kazakh
crude, while capacity on the Caspian Pipeline Consortium system was constrained. Higher Kazakh crude flows through the
Baltic port of Ust-Luga contributed to reduced Ust-Luga Urals
density.

Russian oil firms seek insurance solutions
Russian oil companies and their trading subsidiaries are looking
for ways to circumnavigate EU sanctions barring insurance and
reinsurance of tankers shipping Russian crude and products.
One option might be to use vessels operated by statecontrolled shipowner Sovcomflot (SCF) on routes in the AsiaPacific region, to ports that are still accepting calls by Russian
tankers, with insurance provided by regional firms, one market
participant suggests. And the Russian authorities could create
new companies to buy tankers specifically to handle Russian
crude and products exports, he says, with insurance services
could be covered by Russian providers.
“Older vessels are already working at full tilt in the Baltic
region, where market participants have mainly chartered tankers of less than 10 years old in recent years. Now there is no
choice,” according to one trader.
“Many European shipowners, which renew their fleets
regularly, do not want to send their vessels to Russian ports,
resulting in older fleets operating on the Baltic Sea, provided
by Greek, Turkish and Asia-Pacific shipowners. The cost of
insuring these tankers is lower and some Turkish shipowners
already buy insurance from Russian companies because it is
cheaper,” he says.
Security council deputy chairman and former Russian presi-
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dent Dmitry Medvedev said in June that insurance problems
“can be resolved through state guarantees, within the framework of interstate agreements with third countries”. Moscow
has also taken steps to deal with problems on the reinsurance
market.
Legislation was passed in early March transferring 50pc of
risk taken on by domestic insurers to state-owned Russian National Reinsurance (RNRC), up from 10pc previously. And Russia’s central bank, the sole shareholder in RNRC, increased the
insurance arm’s capital to Rbs300bn ($53.9mn) from Rbs71bn.
These measures aim to ensure market stability and allow Russian insurers to reallocate some of their reinsurance needs.
RNRC, which was established in 2016, provides insurance and
reinsurance services, including for shipping companies.
Countries that are continuing to trade with Russia, including India and China, are considering the possibility of creating
insurance companies to provide services outside EU jurisdiction, paid for in the currencies of the country in question
rather than dollars, to ease shipping concerns.
India’s shipping ministry has added Russian insurance company Ingosstrakh to a list of 15 approved providers that are not
part of the London-based International Group of Protection
and Indemnity Clubs — mutual insurance associations that provide risk pooling, comprising 13 mostly European firms insuring
90pc of global shipping. Vessels insured by Ingosstrakh, one of
Russia’s largest providers, can now freely call at Indian ports
until at least 20 February 2024, the company says.

Freight
Chinese steel declines to weigh on dry bulk: BRS
Crude steel production in China may drop by as much as 50
million metric tons (t) during the second half of 2022 as the
country’s struggling real estate industry pushes steel demand
downward, according to shipbroker BRS Group.
The shift is expected to weigh on import demand for iron
ore and coal used to make steel.
The expected decline in steel production, following the
downward trend observed in the second half of 2021, comes as
new construction in China has hit levels last seen during the
2008 financial crisis, according to BRS.
Demand for dry bulk shipments into China has been
particularly weak this year because of China’s strict Covid-19
lockdown policies and the waning real estate sector, with coal
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freight Spotlight
GATX sustains rail lease rate increases

imported from the US sliding considerably compared to the
previous year.
Chinese demand for imported seaborne coal may continue
its slide in the future for multiple factors, in addition to the
expected drops in steel production. China has announced it
will lower coal usage by 2026 and has also completed rail projects that could come at the expense of waterborne volumes,
according to BRS. Furthermore, China has boosted domestic
output of coal to record levels in the first five months of 2022
following shortages of thermal fuels for power generation late
last year.
Relations with Australia
These factors may offset any increases in demand associated
with the recent suggestion that China could mend trade relations with Australia and allow Australian coal back into the
Chinese market after its unofficial ban in late 2020, according
to BRS.
The new railway means that coking coal can travel 1,200km
to China’s steelmaking hub in the Hebei province, and moreover Australian thermal coal prices exceed Chinese domestic
prices, according to BRS, so the arbitrage would be shut.
“Easing the ban or not doesn’t make much difference
unless the imported price of the Aussie coal comes to the
competitive level to procure,” said BRS. and even if it does,
the quantum is unlikely to recover at significant levels.”
But Australian coking coal may be more competitive
for Chinese importers if relations do improve between the
countries. The price for domestic Chinese premium hard
low-volatile metallurgical coal was at $371.25/t on 21 July,
nearly $150/t more expensive than the Australian equivalent at
$227.85/t.
In addition, the freight rate for a Panamax-sized vessel from the east coast of Australia to South China was at
$19.20/t, meaning Australian coking coal would still hold a
significant discount even with accounting for freight.
By Ross Griffith
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US Gulf coast
 A fire occurred on a delayed coking unit at Valero’s 375,000
b/d Port Arthur, Texas, refinery on 21 July, sources said. The
damage was said to be relatively minor and was expected to
result in a 10-day reduction of rates.
 A process unit upset resulted in increased emissions at
Valero’s 165,000 b/d refinery in Corpus Christi, Texas. Flaring
associated with a failure in a pipe in the complex’s eastern
plant was reported at 10:45am ET on 25 July, according to a
filing to state environmental quality monitors. The process
unit involved was not identified. Valero does not typically
comment on refinery operations.
US Atlantic coast
 A process unit upset led to the release of carbonyl sulphide at PBF Energy’s 190,000 b/d Delaware City refinery in
New Castle, Delaware, late last week. The estimated 105-lb
release occurred at 10:24am ET on 21 July, according to a filing to state environmental regulators. PBF did not identify the
process unit involved.
US west coast
 Valero reported a flaring event at its 170,000 b/d Benicia,
California, refinery late last week. The flaring event began
at 10:40am ET on 21 July and was caused by a process unit
upset. Valero did not indicate the process unit involved.
 PBF Energy reported emergency flaring earlier this week
at its 155,000 b/d refinery in Torrance, California. Flaring
commenced at 3am ET on 25 July, according to a filing with
regional regulators. PBF did not identify process units involved
with the flaring event.
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Anode coke market
Anode coke: Softer Chinese prices cool market

Monthly anode-grade coke assessments: Jun

The anode-grade petroleum coke market began to soften in
June, as a superheated Chinese market started to cool and
global economic concerns weighed on aluminium prices, even
resulting in some smelter curtailments in the US.
To continue reading about the anode market, click here.
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Europe aluminium market exposed, falls to come
The European aluminium market has held in an uneasy equilibrium through July so far, with increasingly negative demand
signals stemming from a deteriorating macroeconomic picture
clashing with high energy costs and other supply risks to limit
movements in premiums that remain at historically high levels,
despite some recent dips. But the balance is starting to swing
towards an inevitable and swift fall in premium levels as demand drops further amid a significant economic slowdown.
The Argus weekly assessment for the duty-paid P1020 ingot
premium in-warehouse Rotterdam reached $480-540/t last
week, down from $500-550/t, where it had held through July
to that point. While recessionary fears continue to impact industrial activity, high costs and logistical issues are slowing the
pace of the falls. But market sentiment is now shifting towards
expectations of more aggressive drops to come, as evidenced
by the CME’s European aluminium premium futures contract
being significantly backwardated, with contracts for January
next year trading around $200/t below current premium levels.
Demand levels are not justifying current premiums.
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ANODE COKE Market
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Automotive markets remain shackled by supply issues, with
the semiconductor shortage a feature of that industry since
manufacturing activity recovered from the initial Covid-19
lockdowns in 2020 and a shortage of wire system parts caused
by the war in Ukraine. Construction activity in Europe is also
slowing as a result of high costs and a weakening economic
picture, and high inflation and hiking interest rates are hitting
all manufacturing markets.
The foil to a weakening economic environment has so far
has been supply risks and high costs, which have broadly maintained premium levels this month. But global supply levels are
not expected to fall alongside demand through the rest of the
year. Global aluminium production climbed higher on the year
in June, and at a faster rate than May’s increases. Both months
saw higher output from China, also at an accelerating rate.
With demand in China still suppressed by lockdown restrictions, and further hampered by a burgeoning mortgage bank
crisis, forecasts for China’s aluminium surplus next year are at
1mn-2mn t.
While rising Chinese production is not as immediate a
threat to western markets as it may have been in the past,
owing to a swathe of anti-dumping duties imposed against
imports of Chinese aluminium products, rising output overall
will continue to pressure markets exposed to weak demand
dynamics, and none is so exposed as Europe.
The European Commission announced on 8 July that it will
impose definitive anti-dumping duties of 14-25pc on imports
of aluminium flat-rolled products from China. But a delay to
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the duties’ implementation has seen a rush of such products
enter Europe ahead of the duties, analysts say. High European
premiums continue to attract international metal, while huge
inflationary and energy cost pressures are threatening all
manufacturing operations. Europe is also dealing with the loss
of Russia as a trade partner.
“Sooner or later, all regions will be dragged into the spiral
of falling demand, but Europe is the most exposed to high
inflation and rising interest rates,” an analyst said.
Other geographies may be in a better place regarding
current demand levels, but that looks unlikely to last. Falling aluminium output in the US over the previous few months
may appear bullish for prices, particularly against a somewhat
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Aluminium premiums
healthier automotive market owing to a focus on premium,
aluminium-intensive cars, but there is a strong expectation
that the US will remove its section 232 import restrictions
next year, inviting large volumes of cheaper imported metal.
Demand is falling, global supply is rising and incidents of
regional tightness will be overcome, even if continuing logistical difficulties make it a slower process than it otherwise
would have been.
“There are a lot of puzzles, but whatever happens there
is going to be a large surplus of aluminium,” a second analyst
said.
By Jethro Wookey
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Global aluminium output up again in June
Global aluminium production grew further in June as the
world’s two top producing regions continued to raise output
above last year’s figures.
Rising production in China and the Middle East helped
global output reach 5.65mn t in June, data from International
Aluminium show, up by 1.95pc on the year. June daily output
reached 188,400t, from 184,800t a year ago and 188,000t in
May.
Chinese output continued to recover as new smelters
opened and power restrictions lifted, rising by 3.67pc to
3.33mn t in June. Production in the Middle East jumped by
5.06pc to 498,000t.
Output also increased in Africa, up 5.38pc on the year to
137,000t in June, and South America, where output jumped
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by 7.29pc to 103,000t. Asia ex-China production edged up by
0.54pc to 372,000t.
A significant fall in output occurred in western and central Europe, where production dropped by 10pc from last
year’s levels to 243,000t in June. Production also fell in North
America, by 5.38pc to 312,000t, and Oceania, by 3.27pc to
148,000t. Output in Russia and eastern Europe fell by 0.59pc
to 338,000t.
LME official three-month aluminium prices moved lower
throughout the month. Prices ended June at $2,421/t, down by
more than 15pc from prices at the start of the month. Prices
have stabilised in July.
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Global commodity markets lift Alcoa 2Q earnings
Alcoa shipped fewer tonnes of aluminium in the second
quarter compared with a year earlier but revenue and profits
jumped as geopolitical strife starting in the first quarter kept
average commodity prices elevated.
The US-based aluminium producers’ second quarter aluminium shipments slipped by 12pc from a year earlier to 674,000
metric tonnes (t). Alumina shipments were little changed at
2.44mn t while bauxite shipments fell by 45pc to 600,000 metric tonnes over the same period.
Alcoa’s average realized aluminium metal price rose by
40pc to $3,861/t in the second quarter from a year earlier
while realized alumina prices climbed were up by 32pc.
While global commodities such as base metals were mostly
falling throughout the second quarter, they were descending
from record highs reached at the end of the first quarter in
response to the Russia-Ukraine conflict, giving the quarterly
average a significant boost over year-earlier levels.
The company’s plans for upcoming smelter restarts were
unchanged for Portland, Australia, where it will add 35,000t/
yr of primary smelting capacity back by the third quarter,
and 14,000t/yr in new capacity in Mosjøen, Norway, by 2026.
The expected restart for the Alumar joint venture in Brazil,
however, was extended to the first quarter of 2023 from the
end of 2022.
Alcoa also announced it was cutting back alumina production starting July at its San Ciprian refinery in Spain because of
high natural gas prices affecting the facility’s profitability.
Total revenue rose by 29pc to $3.64bn in the second quarter from a year earlier, carried higher by a 67pc increase in the
Argus P1020 Midwest transaction price for primary aluminium
over the same period, offsetting lower shipments.
Profits surged by 77pc over the same period to $549mn but
the company expects its third quarter profits to take a $20mn
hit from the decision to reduce output at the Warrick smelter
in Indiana.
Original reports from Alcoa on 1 July cited “operational
challenges” at Warrick, but the company specified in its
second quarter earnings that the issues ultimately “stem from
workforce shortages in the region.”
By John Betz

Australia’s South32 lifts Al, Ni output in 2021-22
Diversified Australian resources firm South32 increased its aluminium and nickel output on the year in July 2021-June 2022,
but alumina, zinc, and lead production was lower.
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Kaiser Al shipments steady amid 2Q loss
Expanded Nucor Gallatin mill fully operational
LME requests market engagement for Ni trading review
Metal Exchange appoints new trading head
GM, Livent sign Li supply deal
US Postal Service increases EVs in plan
Shipping disruptions constrain Balama graphite output
China's 1H graphite flake imports up, exports down
Carmakers move upstream to secure chip supply
Samsung considering $200bn Texas plant investments
Japan’s Toyota cuts August output with parts shortages
GM took down Michigan plant for the week

The firm’s aluminium output of 992,000t was 1pc higher
than in 2020-21, aided by April-June output rising by 5pc on
the quarter to 255,000t, the Perth-based firm said in its latest
production report.
Full-year output of 714,000t from the wholly-owned Hillside
smelter in South Africa was 3,000t lower on the year, while
production from the 63.7pc-owned Mozal smelter in Mozambique rose by 5pc on the year to 278,000t. First output was
achieved at the restarted 36pc-owned Alumar smelter in Brazil, with ramp-up expected through 2022-23.
The average aluminium price received in 2021-22 for the
Hillside smelter was $3,161/t, 48pc higher on the year. The
average price received for the Mozal smelter was $3,348/t,
52pc higher on the year. Average prices are likely to be lower
in 2022-23, with Argus quoting three-month aluminium at
$2,457/t on 22 July, down from a multi-year high of $3,967/t on
7 March.
The firm’s alumina output fell by 1pc on the year to 5.29mn
t, but Worsley Alumina in Australia achieved record output of
3.99mn t. Attributable output of 1.3mn t from Brazil Alumina
was 7pc lower on the year. Average realised prices for the two
operations ranged from $403-409/t, up by 40pc on the year.
Payable nickel output of 41,700t was below the guidance
of 43,800t because of adverse weather in April-June, but
well above output of 34,100t in 2020-21. The average realised
nickel price was $10.08/lb, 51pc higher on the year. Argus
quoted three-month nickel at $21,650/t on 22 July, down from
37,235/t on 24 March.
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Zinc production from the Cannington mine in Queensland
fell to 64,500t from 67,700t in 2020-21, but the average price
received of $3,248/t was 38pc higher on the year. Cannington
also produced 120,600t of lead, down from 131,800t a year
earlier.
South32 reported 29,500t of copper equivalent production from its 45pc shareholding in the Sierra Gorda mine in
Brazil, including 25,300t of copper and 400t of molybdenum.
It expects its attributable output in 2022-23 to be 71,800t of
copper and 1,500t of molybdenum, as well as byproduct gold
and silver.
By Angus Macmillan

Norsk Hydro posts record results, sounds warning
Norwegian aluminium producer Norsk Hydro reported record
quarterly results in April-June on higher realised alumina and
aluminium prices, but sounded a warning over an uncertain
market outlook.
Hydro’s earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortisation (ebitda) jumped by 76pc on the year to 11.594bn
kroner ($1.163bn) in the second quarter. Ebitda was 4pc higher
than in the first quarter, when it more than doubled on the
year.
Hydro reported record ebitda in its aluminium metal
and extrusion divisions. Aluminium metal ebitda more than
doubled on the year to Nkr6.977bn and extrusion ebitda rose
by 29pc to Nkr2.365bn.
Production fell overall, but higher realised prices led
to higher earnings. Hydro produced 1.54mn t of alumina in
April-June, down by 3pc on the year, while primary aluminium
output fell by 5pc to 532,000t.
But realised alumina prices were up by 50pc on the year in
the second quarter, averaging $430/t, while aluminium prices
averaged $3,031/t, up by 37pc.
Hydro warned that despite the strong results in the second
quarter, trading conditions are likely to be more challenging in
the immediate future.
Europe’s exposure to the impacts of the war in Ukraine will
lead to more supply-chain shortages and higher energy prices,
Hydro said, while concerns around inflation and rising interest rates are fuelling recessionary fears, and weak demand in
China has led to a drop in base metal prices.
“Going forward, we see increasing market uncertainty,
with rising energy prices and a softening market for aluminium
products,” chief executive Hilde Merete Aasheim said.
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Primary aluminium in surplus in Jan-May
The global market balance for primary aluminium during January-May was in a surplus of 319,000t, according to the most
recent metal balances report published by the World Bureau of
Metal Statistics (WBMS).
Demand for primary aluminium over the period was at
28.33mn t, 462,000t lower relative to 2021 levels. The market
had an annual deficit of 1.844mn t recorded in 2021.
Production during January-May rose by 2pc, with total
reported aluminium stocks 447,000t lower than December
2021 levels. Total LME stocks, including off-warrants, were at
744,000t at the end of May, compared to 1.213mn t at the end
of last year.
Global output of primary aluminium rose by 2pc year on
year during January-May, the report said. Chinese production
was estimated at 16.199mn t over the period, with apparent
demand in the country lower by 2.5pc.
Output of semi-product manufacturers rose by 1.7pc on the
year, with Chinese net exports of aluminium semi-products
recorded at 4.926mn t for the whole of 2021 and at 2.445mn t
during January-May. Exports of semi-products rose by 27pc on
the year over the same period.
Japanese aluminium demand was up by 71,000t, with US
demand rising by 128,000t, the report said. Global demand,
however, fell by 1.6pc year on year during January-May.
May metal balances for primary aluminium recorded production at 6.394mn t, with demand at 5.952mn t.
By Raghav Jain

Chinese refiners eye crude demand rebound
Chinese refiners have stepped up crude purchases in anticipation of a recovery in fuel demand, and ahead of the start-up of
a major new refinery.
Private sector Chinese refiners Rongsheng and Shenghong
have bought around 6mn bl of crude combined so far this
month, the majority of it from the Mideast Gulf spot market.
Shenghong is likely to be building inventories before it opens
its much-delayed 320,000 b/d refinery at Lianyungang in
Jiangsu province.
It is likely that Shenghong used light sweet ESPO Blend to
test the plant’s crude units. But Lianyungang is designed to
process sour grades with high yields of naphtha for its associated paraxylene units and owner, Shenghong, bought significant amounts of 34° API UAE Upper Zakum crude last week.
Lianyungang is due to open in August and begin marketing
output by late-September. The plant’s start-up will add to a
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seasonal uptick in oil demand in September-October. Chinese
construction sector activity typically picks up in September as
temperatures fall, and this year’s construction season is likely
to be stronger than usual as local governments plough cash
into infrastructure to reverse the slowdown in GDP growth.
Construction sector activity is likely to remain strong until
temperatures fall in north China in November. That boost to
oil demand will overlap with China’s week-long public holiday
at the start of October, when domestic travel increases gasoline use.
Taking freight
More than half of Chinese firms’ spot buying this month
has been for Mideast Gulf grades, Argus surveys indicate. The
strong premium of Atlantic basin to Mideast Gulf marker prices
is discouraging purchases of sweet crude. The premium of Ice
Brent futures to Dubai swaps is over $11/bl. Backwardation —
or the premium of prompt to forward crude prices — is also
mitigating Chinese demand for long-haul Atlantic basin crude,
which takes around double the time to ship to China than
Mideast Gulf exports. Physical marker North Sea Dated was
valued at $113.69/bl on 20 July, more than $15/bl over the Ice
December Brent used as the basis for crude deliveries to China
in October.
Shenghong’s fellow private sector petrochemical company,
Rongsheng, has also resumed crude purchases on the Mideast
Gulf spot market, buying Oman crude. And state-owned Sinopec aims to load considerably more Saudi crude for September
delivery than it did in August, although Saudi Aramco raised
prices for these cargoes.
A recovery in Chinese crude buying is helping push up the
cost of 2mn bl very large crude carriers (VLCCs). The cost of
shipping a VLCC from the Mideast Gulf to China has risen by
around 30¢/bl this month, to $1.71/bl. That remains far cheaper than freight from other crude producing regions such as the
US. US Gulf crude loadings rose by 180,000 b/d this month to
3.35mn b/d, Vortexa data show, after the US arbitrage to Asia
Pacific opened for September deliveries.
Shandong province’s independent refiners began raising
crude runs in May but face mounting competition for Russian
ESPO Blend from refiners in India. All but one cargo of Augustarriving ESPO Blend has been sold, and Chinese buyers are
starting to make enquiries for September cargoes. As a result,
independents are increasingly dependent on Iranian crude. Iranian grades contain around double the sulphur content of ESPO
Blend but are some $9/bl cheaper. Iranian Light has displaced
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Russian Urals from the Chinese spot market and now sets the
clearing price for medium sour crude traded on a delivered
ex-ship (des) Shandong basis.

Work starts at Germany’s Gelsenkirchen refinery
BP will carry out scheduled maintenance at the Scholven plant
of its 257,000 b/d Gelsenkirchen, Germany, refinery from 29
July.
Several production lines at Scholven — the larger of two
plants that make up the Gelsenkirchen complex — will be shut
down from the end of July because of a safety inspection.
BP has not commented on whether output will be restricted
because of the maintenance.
The last major shutdown at Scholven took place in May last
year and lasted around 10 weeks.
The stoppage comes at a time of low water levels on the
Rhine. In the facilities along the river, heating oil is in short
supply as a result of stronger demand in recent weeks and
barge supply issues.
By Gabriele Zindel

Power outage halts Kazakhstan’s Atyrau refinery
Kazakhstan’s 110,000 b/d Atyrau refinery has stopped operations as a result of an unplanned power outage.
The electric fault will impact production work, the operator said.
Located in western Kazakhstan, Atyrau is one of the
country’s three major refineries, alongside the 124,000 b/d
Pavlodar and the 120,000 b/d Chimkent plants.
Kazakhstan’s state-owned oil company Kazmunaigaz (KMG)
is the majority stakeholder in Atyrau, with a 99.53pc interest.
By Ruxandra Iordache

Equinor 2Q profits boosted by high energy prices
Norwegian state-controlled Equinor more than tripled its second-quarter profits on the year, to $6.76bn, supported by high
energy prices, even as production held steady on the year.
The average liquids price reported by Equinor in the second quarter was up by 68pc on the year at $106.9/bl, and gas
prices in the April-June period for the company’s Norwegian
and US production both rose by more than three-fold on the
year. Profits from Equinor’s marketing, midstream and processing segment were supported by high refining margins, and
there were strong results from Danske Commodities, its gas
and power trading operations.
Operating cash flow was $8.52bn and free cash flow at
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$6.96bn in the April-June period — up by 28pc and 54pc on
the year, respectively. Organic capital expenditure (capex)
was $1.99bn for the quarter. The company estimates organic
capex at around $10bn/yr for 2022 and 2023 and at $12bn/yr
for 2024-25.
Equinor, which said in late February it would exit Russia,
transferred its interests in four Russian entities to state-controlled Rosneft in the second quarter. Its 30pc stake in Russia’s 408mn bl Kharyaga oil field has been transferred to the
operator, state-owned Zarubezhneft, and Equinor “is released
from all future commitments and obligations with no material
impact on the financial statements,” it said today.
Equinor increased its share buy-back programme for the
year to $6bn, up from $5bn, with a third tranche of around
$1.83bn. It raised its extraordinary cash dividend to $0.50/
share for the second and third quarters, and kept its cash
dividend stable at $0.20/share.
By Georgia Gratton

Brasilia pushes back on Petrobras board rejection
Brazil’s mines and energy ministry is ignoring a recommendation from Petrobras to reject two board candidates seen as too
closely-tied to Brazilian president Jair Bolsonaro’s government.
In a public notice last week, the ministry said it did not
find “the necessary legal support” to follow the non-binding
decision from the Petrobras committee responsible for vetting
executive nominees to reject Jonathas de Castro and Ricardo
Soriano de Alencar.
The two men, along with five others government-backed
members approved by the Petrobras committee, are now
scheduled to be considered during an extraordinary shareholder meeting planned for 19 August.
Petrobras did not indicate if it will challenge the mines and
energy ministry’s decision but did say it was aware of it.
Under Bolsonaro the federal government, Petrobras’ controlling shareholder, has been regularly accused of trying to interfere in decision-making at the firm, particularly on matters
of fuel pricing. In addition to the board picks, the 19 August
shareholder meeting will include final approval of Caio Mario
Paes de Andrade’s appointment as chief executive, where he
was appointed in June after Bolsonaro fired his predecessor for
ignoring government pleas to freeze fuel prices.
Andrade’s appointment, and that of board members seen
as more sympathetic to Bolsonaro, just weeks before the
October presidential election raises the specter that Petrobras
will again be used as a macroeconomic tool by Brasilia. Petro-
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bras has said its robust governance system would not allow
for the abuses of the past, when the company lost billions on
domestic fuel sales because of government interference.
Adopted in 2016, the import price parity principle supporting Petrobras’ market-based fuel pricing policy seeks to align
domestic and international prices and is considered necessary
to attract fuel imports. Around 30pc of the country’s diesel
consumption is satisfied by imports, which have been harder
to come by since the Russia-Ukraine conflict upended global
commodities markets.
Facing a difficult re-election bid, Bolsonaro and other
inflation-wary politicians seeking new terms have scrambled
to appease voters feeling the pinch at the pump, leaving the
fiscal consequences to after the election.
By Nathan Walters

China’s Keda builds artificial graphite anode plant
Chinese anode materials producer Fujian Keda New Materials is building an artificial graphite anode material production
complex in Sanming city in southeast China’s Fujian province
to keep up with the fast growth of the downstream new energy vehicle (NEV) industry.
The first phase of the plant, with a designed production
capacity of 10,000 t/yr of anode materials and 40,000 t/yr of
graphitisation, is on track to be launched before the end of
this year.
The site construction for the second phase with a designed
capacity of 50,000 t/yr of anode materials is scheduled to
start after the commission of the first phase.
Fujian Keda won a total of 100mn yuan ($14.9mn) earlier
this month from its shareholders, including its parent company
Keda Industrial, and the country’s largest graphite flake producer BTR, to speed up the construction of the Sanming-based
plant.
Keda Industrial also has a plant with a production capacity
of 10,000 t/yr in Ma’anshan city of east China’s Anhui province.
The rising demand from the downstream lithium-ion battery industry, bolstered by fast growth in the NEV industry
and the power storage, consumer electrics and electric tools
sectors, has encouraged anode material feedstock producers
to ramp up their capacity.
Chinese lithium-ion battery cathode and anode material
producer Ningbo Shanshan expects its anode material capacity
to double to 180,000-200,000 t/yr in 2022 and anticipates that
the tight supply for anode materials will not ease in the short
term.
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BTR expects the global demand for anode materials used in
lithium-ion battery to increase to 2mn t in 2025 from less than
1mn t at present. It now has a total capacity of 263,000 t/yr of
anode materials and is building a 20,000 t/yr plant in Shizuishan city in northwest China’s Ningxia province, a 50,000 t/y
plant in Yangquan city in north China’s Shanxi province.
BTR is also planning to build an 80,000 t/yr production
complex in Indonesia. The firm’s subsidiary, BTR Hongkong,
and an Indonesian company, Stellar Investment, will invest
$478mn in the plant to expand the production layout.
China is targeting a 20pc share of NEVs in the country’s
total vehicle sales by 2025, and 40pc by 2030, to help achieve
its carbon-neutral targets by 2060.
The country’s NEV sales will likely reach 5.5mn this year,
up by 56pc from 3.52mn last year, according to the China Association of Automobile Manufacturers (CAAM).
China’s resolution to achieve its carbon-neutral targets
is expected to bolster demand for lithium-ion batteries and
metal feedstocks, especially cobalt, lithium, nickel and graphite in the long term.

China’s June Li2CO3 imports soar
China’s lithium carbonate imports surged in June, with lithium
hydroxide exports also increasing in response to robust demand from the downstream sectors.
China imported 28,391t of lithium carbonate in June, up by
362pc from a year earlier and by 193pc from May, customs data
show. Carbonate imports started to recover in May and then
soared in June after the lifting of Covid-19 lockdowns.
It imported 71,327t of lithium carbonate during JanuaryJune, up by 67pc from the previous year, driven by buoyant
demand from the electric vehicle (EV) power battery sector
and output expansions at overseas carbonate producers such
as SQM and Albemarle. The average import price surged to
$64.30/kg in June, up by 920pc from a year ago and 57pc from
May.
Chile was the largest exporter to China during this period,
accounting for 91pc of the total, followed by 8pc from Argentina and 0.5pc from South Korea.
Lithium demand from the new energy vehicle (NEV) industry has risen sharply. China’s NEV production totalled 2.661mn
units in January-June this year, up by 120pc from a year earlier. Sales rose by 120pc to 2.6mn units over the same period.
The country’s total output of power batteries increased to
206.4GWh in the first half of this year, up by 176.4pc from a
year earlier, with installed volumes up by 109.8pc to 110.1GWh.
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Lithium hydroxide exports up in June
China exported 10,017t of lithium hydroxide in June, up by
41pc from the previous year and by 34pc from May.
It exported 40,767t of the material during January-June,
up by 17pc on the year. South Korea was the largest importer,
accounting for 64pc of the total, followed by 33pc to Japan
and 2pc to Sweden.
The average lithium hydroxide export price rose to $49.10/
kg in June, up by 446pc from last June and by 3pc from May.
Downstream demand from lithium-ion power battery industry
outside of China, mostly in South Korea and Japan, has maintained steady growth. Overseas buyers secured more hydroxide supplies from China.

China’s Gem, XTC sign supply deal
China’s Green Eco-Manufacture (Gem) — a major cobalt refiner
and producer of lithium-ion battery cathode active material
(CAM) precursors — will supply ternary precursors to Chinese
CAM manufacturer XTC New Energy Materials (Xiamen) for five
years, starting from 2023.
Gem will supply 455,000-540,000t of ternary precursors
to XTC New Energy Materials (Xiamen) during 2023-27. This
includes 35,000-40,000t in 2023, 60,000-80,000t in 2024,
100,000-120,000t in 2025, 120,000-140,000t in 2026 and
140,000-160,000t in 2027.
The two firms will also cooperate to research and develop
a new generation of ternary precursor products including highvoltage precursors, quaternary precursors, ultra-high-nickel
low-cobalt precursors and cobalt-free precursors.
XTC’s output of lithium cobalt oxide (LCO) reached 44,620t
in 2021, up by 32pc from a year earlier. Lithium nickel-cobaltmanganese oxide (NCM) production increased by 65pc to
26,511t over the same period. Its combined sales of LCO and
NCM hit a record high of 72,226t in 2021, it said.
Gem’s NCM precursor shipments rose by 119.6pc on the
year to 91,035t in 2021. Its shipments of cobalt tetroxide rose
by 4.1pc to 16,068t and by 21.8pc to 8,310t for CAM, including
lithium cobalt oxide and NCM, over the same period.

China’s silicon exports decline on year in June
Chinese silicon exports fell in June from a year earlier, when
international consumers increased purchases to ensure production continuity in view of tight metal availability in China
because of government-imposed energy consumption curbs.
The country exported 58,394t of the metal (Si 99.99pc
maximum) in June, down by 15.6pc from 69,230t a year earlier,
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official customs data show. China imposed energy consumption
curbs throughout last year, the strictest being the second and
third quarters, to meet its emission-reduction targets, resulting in output cuts across industries.
But the June exports rose by 0.74pc from 57,965t a month
ago, as higher domestic prices shored up export sentiment
during the month.
Domestic prices have failed to move down since the start
of the monsoon season in June, which typically lasts until
October, in response to thin profit margins at metal producers
following sustained price falls during April-May.
Exports of the metal totalled 350,316t in the first half of
this year, down by 12.9pc from 402,159t a year ago.
Argus assessed domestic prices for 5-5-3 grade metal stable
from 19 July at 16,500-16,800 yuan/t ($2,439-2,483/t) delivered
to ports on 21 July, as metal producers kept prices unchanged
to observe the direction of the market in the past two days.
Export prices for the metal were assessed at $2,520-2,570/t
fob on 21 July, unchanged from 19 July in line with the steady
domestic prices.

Nucor utilisation rates, shipments fell in 2Q
US steelmaker Nucor’s second quarter mill utilization rates and
shipments remained down compared with the prior year.
The steelmaker’s mills ran at 85pc capacity in the second
quarter, down from 97pc in the prior year. It was the third
consecutive quarter that utilization rates have been below
90pc, falling as low as 77pc in the first quarter. In the third
quarter of 2021 utilization rates were 96pc, and averaged 94pc
for all of 2021.
The company’s second quarter shipments were 6.45mn
short tons, a 4pc decline compared with the prior year on
lower bar and plate shipments.
The shipments were up by 11pc compared with the 5.81mn
st shipped in the first quarter, driven by a 23pc increase in
sheet shipments and a 19pc increase in plate.
Shipments to internal customers were at 22pc, up by two
percentage points compared with the prior year and flat compared to the first quarter.
In the third quarter, Nucor expects shipments and pricing to continue to be lower, but still expects record profits
in 2022, which would eclipse the record $6.83bn it earned in
2021. Through the first half of 2022 the steelmaker has earned
$4.66bn.
Nucor earned $2.56bn in the second quarter, an increase of
70pc from the same time in 2021.
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The Argus US hot rolled coil (HRC) Midwest ex-works assessment has averaged $899/st in the third quarter to-date
compared to $1,317/st in the second quarter. The average was
$1,901/st in the third quarter of 2021.
By Rye Druzin

Ford unveils battery, EV ramp-up plan to 2026
US automaker Ford unveiled an updated electric vehicle (EV)
and battery ramp-up plan, including a first stage supported by
lithium iron phosphate (LFP) based models.
Ford signed an agreement with Chinese battery manufacturer Contemporary Amperex Technology to supply LFP battery packs for its Mustang Mach-E models and F-150 Lightnings
starting in 2023 and 2024, respectively.
The LFP packs will reduce Ford’s reliance on more expensive battery grades, which include nickel, and cut overall costs
by 10-15pc compared to the current costs for nickel-cobaltmanganese variants.
Ford has secured 60GWh of battery cell capacity to
produce 600,000 vehicles by late 2023, with the majority of
vehicle production rates spread between the Mach-E and F-150
and 150,000 set aside for its Transit EVs.
South Korean battery producer SK also will help scale
up output of the F-150 and E-Transit models by accelerating
planned production at its facility in Atlanta, Georgia.
Following this first stage, Ford is targeting 2mn EV/yr by
2026, with 70pc of its battery cell capacity needs already met.
This includes 40GWh of North American LFP capacity to start
up in 2026. BlueOval SK, the Ford-SK joint venture, announced
in September 2021 plans for Kentucky and Tennessee battery
plants that would have a combined 129GWh/yr capacity.
To make sure it has secured sufficient nickel to supply
these facilities, Ford also has signed memorandums of understanding (MOUs) with Vale Canada, PT Vale Indonesia, Huayou
Cobalt, and BHP.
The automaker capped these agreements off with several
North American focused supply MOUs, including two lithium
projects and one with EcoPro BM and SK On to build a US cathode production facility.
By Zach Schumacher

Ford inks Australian battery materials deals
US-based automaker Ford Motor has announced battery material supply agreements with four Australian firms as part of
the continued rollout of its wide-ranging vehicle electrification
and decarbonisation strategy.
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It has signed a non-binding initial agreement with Australian resources firm BHP to source nickel from its Nickel West
unit in Western Australia. The targeted multi-year agreement
could start by 2025 and “may involve additional commodities
over time,” Ford said. BHP already has a nickel cooperation
agreement with US automaker Tesla.
Ford has also signed a non-binding initial agreement with
UK-Australia resources firm Rio Tinto to consider a significant
lithium offtake arrangement from its early stage Rincon project in Argentina. Ford said this is part of a multi-level agreement that leverages the scale of its aluminium business and
includes a potential opportunity in copper.
In another lithium transaction, Ford has signed a binding
offtake agreement with Sydney-based lithium developer Ioneer
for lithium carbonate from its Rhyolite Ridge project in the US
state of Nevada, to support electric vehicle (EV) production
after 2025. The five-year agreement is for 7,000 t/yr of lithium
carbonate for EV batteries, representing around 34pc of Rhyolite Ridge’s first five years of output.
Focusing on battery anode materials, the automaker has
also entered into a non-binding initial strategic arrangement
with Sydney-based Syrah Resources and South Korean battery
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maker SK On relating to Syrah’s natural graphite active anode
material (AAM) processing plant at Vidalia in the US state of
Louisiana. This could lead to an AAM binding offtake agreement.
Ford already has a five-year agreement with Australian
lithium developer Liontown Resources for 150,000 t/yr of spodumene concentrate from its Kathleen Valley project in Western
Australia from 2024.
By Angus Macmillan

Announcements
Suspending Russian coke netback pricing
Argus will suspend its weekly Russian netback prices for 4.5%
sulphur coke fca Antipino and fca Nizhnekamsk following
suspension of dry bulk freight rates for prompt coal deliveries
from the Baltic Sea port of Ust-Luga.
Trading activity has decreased as a result of Russia’s
military campaign in Ukraine. Argus will continue to monitor
the situation and will provide further announcements in due
course.
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